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Abstract : A future is a place-holder for a value being computed, and we generally say
that a future is resolved when the associated value is computed. In existing languages futures
are either implicit, if there is no syntactic or typing distinction between futures and non-future
values, or explicit when futures are typed by a parametric type and dedicated functions exist
for manipulating futures. One contribution of this article is to advocate a new form of future,
named data-flow explicit futures, with specific typing rules that do not use classical parametric
types. The new futures allow at the same time code reuse and the possibility for recursive
functions to return futures like with implicit futures, and let the programmer declare which
values are futures and where synchronisation occurs, like with explicit futures. We prove that
the obtained programming model is as expressive as implicit futures but exhibits a different
behaviour compared to explicit futures. The second and main contribution of this article is an
exhaustive overview and precise comparison of the semantics of futures in existing program-
ming languages. We show that, when classifying future implementations, the most distinctive
aspect is the nature of the synchronisation not the explicitness of the future declaration.

Key-words : Programming languages, Concurrency and Distribution, Synchronisation,
Futures, Typing.
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1 Introduction

In programming languages, a future [6] is an entity representing the result of an ongoing
computation. It is generally used to launch a sub-task in parallel with the current task
and later retrieve the result computed by the sub-task. Sometimes a distinction is made
between the future resolution, i.e. the availability of the result, and its update, i.e. the
replacement of a reference to a future by the computed value. This article compares the use of
futures in different programming languages and suggests a new paradigm for the design and
implementation of futures. While the major contribution of this article is a simple twist in the
way futures are designed and implemented, this contribution is justified by a formal description
of the model, its properties, and a formal comparison with the two classical alternative design
choices for futures.

This article first provides an overview of the different forms of future synchronisations and
future creations that exist. The main distinction between existing future paradigms depends
on whether the programmer is exposed to the notion of future. In some languages futures
are not visible by the programmer and are pure runtime entities, whereas most of modern
languages with futures use a parametric type to explicitly type futures, and the programmer
can synchronise the execution of some statements with the end of the computation represented
by the future. This synchronisation can either be a classical strict synchronisation blocking
the execution, or registering a continuation to be executed upon availability of the future.
Explicitly typed futures feature a crucial advantage and a crucial drawback. On the positive
side the explicit access to future exposes the programmer to the potential synchronisation
points in the program, and the potential delays that the programs can suffer, waiting for a
result. On the other side, the use of parametric types for futures limits code re-usability:
it is impossible to write a piece of code that would manipulate either a future or a value,
performing only the future synchronisation if necessary. This strictness in the type system
has major consequences concerning expressiveness, for example it is impossible to write a
function that returns, either a value or the future that will be computed by another function,
or at least not in a natural and simple way. Thus, writing a recursive function that calls itself
in a parallel manner is generally artificially difficult, even for terminal recursion. Concerning
implicit futures, they feature the complementary view: code re-usability is maximal as there is
no syntactic difference between futures and standard objects, synchronisation occurs optimally
when the result is needed, but the associated transparency makes the programmer unaware
of synchronisation points, and complicates the detection of deadlocks. This article uses a toy
example based a terminal recursive factorial function to illustrate these limitations.

Whereas previous studies [1, 7] focus on whether futures are explicit to distinguish several
models, this article demonstrates that the crucial distinction between the different future
constructs is rather the way synchronisation is performed. This becomes particularly visible
when a parallel computation returns the result of another parallel computation. With implicit
futures the synchronisation is data-driven: any future access will recursively wait for the
termination of as many tasks as necessary to obtain a result. With explicit futures, there
should be one synchronisation statement per recursive task: each synchronisation statement
waits for the execution of a single statement that is supposed to return the result. To illustrate
this, we introduce data-flow explicit futures that provide a compromise between usual explicit
and implicit futures.

Actors [2, 31] and active object [7] languages are based on asynchronous communications
between mono-threaded entities and massively use futures to represent replies to asynchronous



messages. We illustrate our proposal on a simple active object language but the approach is
generalisable to other languages using futures. We exemplify future usage with a single simple
and classical future usage primitive (get) that performs a strict synchronisation and discuss
other future access primitives as an extension of this work.
Proposal: Data-flow-synchronised explicit futures. We designed a future paradigm
providing the following characteristics:
Explicit futures Futures are explicitly typed and the point of access to a future is explicit

in the program. The programmer is exposed to the points of synchronisation that occur
in his/her program.

Dafa-flow synchronisation The language we propose has a simple synchronisation opera-
tion that is data-flow oriented: after a single synchronisation, the programmer is guaran-
teed to obtain a usable value: contrarily to explicit futures, it is never needed to perform
a get on the result of another get operation.

Dedicated type system Our proposal comes with a simple type system for futures. This
type system overcomes the limitations of the parametric types used in most of the type
systems for futures.

Code reuse In our model, the same variable can receive either a future or a real value,
provided it is declared of type future (which here means “potentially future”). For
example, if the programmer declares that one method parameter might contain a future,
this method can be invoked either with a future or with a normal value. In particular
this allows us to easily write terminal recursive methods with parallel delegation.

Approach: Behavioural equivalence and expressiveness. In this article we are inter-
ested in the expressive and synchronisation power of futures. For this reason we design three
languages only differing in the typing and synchronisation on futures. We investigate the exis-
tence of encodings from one language to the other without introducing powerful intermediate
entities. Our objective is to understand if the synchronisation featured by one kind of futures
can be simulated by the other kind, and not if one could simulate one kind of futures by adding
additional objects and threads. In practice, the translations that we define in Section 4 only
introduce additional variables and statements. Technically, the behavioural equivalence that
we prove in this section is a branching bisimulation.
Contribution and organisation. This article presents:
• An overview of the different semantics for futures in programming languages, in Sec-

tion 2.
• A proposal for a new kind of futures: explicit futures with data-flow synchronisation.

The proposal is expressed in a minimalist active object language called DeFfor data-
flow explicit futures. Section 3 describes the semantics of this language, inspired from
other semantics of active object languages, and its type system, mostly standard except
concerning the typing of futures.
• The proof that data-flow explicit futures are as expressive as implicit futures. To this

aim, Section 4 first expresses the semantics and typing of a language similar to DeF
except that futures are implicit, it is called IF(implicit futures). Then we show how,
only adding a few statements and variables, we can translate DeF programs into IF and
conversely; we then prove that the translation preserves the behaviour.
• Evidences of the differences between traditional explicit futures and DeF in Section 5. We

design a simple language with explicit futures, called EF, and show that the semantics
of EF is different from DeF: in both directions, we provide counter-examples of programs



that cannot be translated faithfully from one language into the other.
Our main objective in this paper is not necessarily to advocate one kind of future seman-

tics but to understand precisely and technically the differences between the different future
kinds. For this we introduce a new future construct that is an intermediate between the
existing ones, and that allow us to precisely and formally compare the semantics of explicit
and implicit future types, and their synchronisation mechanisms. We however believe that
the future paradigm of DeF is also a valuable compromise between the existing approaches,
and constitutes a solid contribution of this article. Additionally, this article studies briefly
another compromise between explicit and implicit futures: DeFs is a language similar to DeF
except that it does not feature code reuse, instead it ensures that all get statements are nec-
essary, and will perform a synchronisation. DeFs is only slightly different from DeF and will
be presented in Section 3.3. It is compared with the other languages in Section 6.1.

2 A Brief Survey of Futures in Programming Languages

The origins of futures. A future is a programming abstraction that has been introduced
by Baker and Hewitt [6]. It has then been used in programming languages like MultiLisp [19].
A future is not only a place-holder for a value being computed, it also provides naturally
some form of synchronisation that allows some instructions to be executed when the result
is computed. The synchronisation mechanism provided by futures is closely related with the
flow of data in the programs. In MultiLisp, the future construct creates a thread and returns
a future, the future can be manipulated by operations like assignment that do not need a real
value, but the program would automatically block when trying to use a future for an operation
that would require the future value (e.g. an addition). In MultiLisp, futures are implicit in
the sense that they do not have a specific type and that there is no specific instruction for
accessing a future but there is an explicit statement for creating them. The program only
blocks when the value computed by another thread is necessary. Typed futures appeared with
ABCL/f [30] in order to represent the result of asynchronous method invocations, i.e. methods
invocations that are performed in parallel with the code that triggered the method.

The first work on formalisation by semantic rules of Futures appeared in [14, 15] and
was intended at program optimisation. This work focused on the futures of MultiLisp, that
are explicitly created but implicitly accessed. The authors “compile” a program with futures
into a low-level program that does explicitly retrieves futures, and then optimise the number
of necessary future retrievals. In a similar vein, λpfutq is a concurrent lambda calculus with
futures with cells and handles. In [27], the authors define a semantics for this calculus, and two
type systems. Futures in λpfutq are explicitly created, similarly to MultiLisp. Alice ML [26]
can be considered as an implementation of λpfutq.

One notion related to futures is the concept of promises. In general, a promise a future
with an additional handler that can be used to resolve the future. In other words, there is an
object that can be transmitted and then used to fill the future, this is the case for example in
Akka promises. The advantage is that the resolution of the future is not anymore tight to a
given funciton or process. The difficulty then is to ensure that a promise is resolved exactly
once [32].
Futures for actors and active objects. An Actor is a mono-threaded entity that com-
municate with other actors by asynchronous message sending. An actor performs a single
instruction at a time. The absence of multi-threading inside an actor and the fact that each



data is handled by a single actor prevents any form of data-race. However race-conditions still
exist, typically when two actors send a message to the same third one, or when choosing the
next message to be processed. Active objects unify the notion of Actor and objects, they give
to each actor an object type and replace message passing by asynchronous method invocations:
active objects communicate by calling methods on other active objects, asynchronously.

ABCL/f paved the way for the appearance of active object languages and the use of
futures in these languages. In active object languages, to handle the asynchronous result of
a method invocation, a future is used. First active object languages include like Eiffel// [3],
ProActive [4], and Creol [23, 24].

ProActive [4] is a Java library for active objects; in ProActive futures are implicit like
in MultiLisp, they are implemented with proxies that hide the future and provide an object
interface similar to a standard object except that any access requiring the object’s value (e.g.
to call a method) may trigger a blocking synchronisation. The ASP calculus [10] formalises the
Java library, and in particular allowed the proof of results of partial confluence, i.e. confluence
under some restrictions. Indeed, futures are single-assignment entities; and the result of
the computation is not sensible to the moment when futures are resolved provided they are
accessed by a blocking synchronisation. Then, in a distributed setting, ProActive provides
several future update mechanisms [20] featuring lazy and eager strategies to transport future
values to their utilisation point.

Creol [24, 23] is also an active object language but with a non-blocking wait on future. A
future is accessed with an await statement that enables cooperative multi-threading based on
future availability: the execution of the current method is interrupted when reaching await,
and only continued when the future is resolved. In the meantime other methods can be
executed, which creates interleaving but prevents blocking the actor execution.

De Boer, Clarke, and Johnsen then provided in [11] the first richer version of future
manipulation through cooperative scheduling and provided a compositional proof theory for
the language. The future manipulation primitives of this language have been then used,
almost unchanged, in JCobox [28], ABS [22], and Encore [8] three more recent active object
languages. In those different works, futures are now explicitly typed with a parametric type
of the form FutăTą and can be accessed in various ways (see below).

At the same time another active object language, AmbientTalk, was developed; it features
a quite different semantics for future access. AmbientTalk [12] is based on the E Programming
Language [25] which implements an actor model with a communicating event-loop. Futures
in AmbientTalk are fully asynchronous: calls on futures trigger an asynchronous invocation
that will be scheduled when the future is available. A special construct when-becomes-catch
is used to define the continuations to be executed when the future is resolved.

In a more industrial setting, futures were introduced in Java in 2004 and used in one
of the standard Java libraries for concurrent programming. A parametric type is used for
future variables which are explicitly retrieved by a get primitive [17]. These simple futures
are explicitly created and have a blocking access. Akka [18, 31] is a scalable library for
implementing actors on top of Java and Scala. In Akka, futures are massively used, either to
allow actor messages to return a value, or more automatically in the messages of the typed
actors2. Akka also uses a parametric type for futures. Futures can be created explicitly with
a future construct that creates a new thread.
The different forms of future access. Originally, futures were designed as synchronisa-

2Akka’s typed actors are some kind of active objects.



tion entities, the first way to use futures is to block the thread that is trying to use a future.
When futures are created transparently for the programmer, it is possible to enable the trans-
mission of futures between entities without synchronisation; in this case the synchronisation
occurs only when the future value is strictly needed. This synchronisation paradigm is called
wait-by-necessity. Also in similar settings, futures that can be manipulated as any standard
object of the languages are sometimes called first-class futures. In MultiLisp and ASP, future
synchronisation is transparent and automatic.

Other languages provide future manipulation primitives; starting from touch/peek in AB-
CL/f, the advent of typed futures allowed the definition of richer and better checked future
manipulation statements but also changed the synchronisation pattern, switching from a syn-
chronisation on the availability of data to the synchronisation on a given instruction responsible
for fulfilling the future. For example, a get statement in ABS is resolved by a corresponding
return statement.

In some languages like Creol or AmbientTalk, futures can only be accessed asynchronously,
i.e. the constructs for manipulating a future only allows the programmer to register some
piece of code that will be executed when the future is resolved. In Creol, the principle is
to interrupt the execution of the current thread while waiting for the future. This breaks
the code sequentiality but enables more parallelism and can solve deadlock situations. In
AmbientTalk, such asynchronous continuation can also be expressed but additionally future
access can trigger an asynchronous method invocation that will be scheduled asynchronously
after the current method is finished.

Nowadays, most languages with explicit futures provide different future access primitives.
JCobox, Encore, and ABS let the programmer choose between a cooperative scheduling access
using await, or a strict synchronisation preventing thread interleaving, using a get primitive.
Interestingly, Encore also provides a way to trigger asynchronous method invocation on future
resolution called future chaining, similarly to AmbientTalk.

Akka has a distinguished policy concerning future access. Blocking future access is possible
in Akka (using Await.result or Await.ready, not to be confused with the await of ABS!).
Instead, asynchronous future accesses should be preferred according to the documentation, like
in AmbientTalk, by triggering a method invocation upon future availability. The underlying
principle is to use reactive programming, both for messages and for future updates. Akka
future manipulation comes with several advanced features such as ordering of asynchronous
future accesses, failure handling (a future can be determined as a success or a failure, i.e. an
exception), response time-out, etc.

Another interesting industrial use of futures is the Javascript language. Javascript features
promises that are accessed asynchronously, similarly to Akka futures. The then operation can
follow many resolve and thus the futures of Javascript are a form of data-flow synchronisation,
similarly to ASP. Javascript promises are of course untyped, and thus somehow implicitly
transmitted, while they are explicitly created and accessed. Somehow, Javascript promises
complement nicely the set of existing future implementations: it is a form of data-flow syn-
chronisation asynchronous futures with explicit synchronisation and implicit typing.
Complex synchronisation patterns with futures. It is worth mentioning that several
languages provide primitive implementing more complex synchronisation patterns. For exam-
ple, Encore can use futures to coordinate parallel computations [13], some operators gather
several futures, or perform computation pipelining. In ProActive, a group of futures repre-
sents the result of a group communication, enabling SPMD (single program, multiple data)



computation with active objects [5]. Akka also provides methods for pipelining, iterating, and
combining several future computations.

Discussion

We now discuss the different design choices that exist in the use of futures and present their
advantages and drawbacks. To illustrate these advantages, we refer to the 5 programs in
Figure 1 implementing the same example in four languages. The figure illustrates with a
minimal example the synchronisation aspects related to tail-recursive functions and the po-
tential code reuse. It expresses a terminal recursive version of a factorial function, invoked
twice from a main method, the second invocation passes the result of the first one to illustrate
the transmission of futures as method parameters. We describe in this section the examples
intuitively, a more precise description will be provided in the rest of the article, when the
semantics of each language is formally defined. The four languages used in the example are
our new language DeF, IF a language with implicit futures similar to ASP, and EF a language
with explicit futures similar to Creol or ABS, plus a variant of EF with the primitive await
that allows cooperative scheduling. The last example also uses EF but solves the deadlock of
the third listing by introducing additional objects.
Synchronous vs asynchronous future access. A first important design choice about
future access is whether the access to a future should be a synchronous or an asynchronous
operation. The different forms of future access have been discussed above. With purely
asynchronous future access there is no way to synchronise on a future at a given line of code.
This has the great advantage to provide a deadlock-free programming model at the expense of
an inversion of control forcing the programmer to face complex interleaving in code execution.
On the contrary synchronous future access allows the programmer to write complete pieces
of codes (e.g. the handling of a request) that run to completion if no deadlock appears. In
Akka both accesses are possible but Akka advocates not to use blocking access to prevent
deadlocks. Asynchronous access is adapted to reactive programming based on events, whereas
synchronous future access provides more guarantees in terms of determinacy of results and is
better adapted to the manipulation of stateful objects [10].

More advanced features like checking whether a future has been updated or waiting for the
first update among a group of futures can introduce sources of non-determinacy more difficult
to mitigate than asynchronous access.
Explicit or implicit futures; factorial running example. One crucial design choice
about futures is whether the creation and use of futures should be explicit, with a dedicated
type or syntax, or implicit, manipulated like any other object of the language. In most of
the languages with futures, variables that can contain futures are given a parametric future
type of the form Fut<T>, and some specific primitives must be used to create and manipulate
futures. For example in ABS, ! performs an asynchronous method call, returns a future, and
this future can be accessed by await or get primitives. Figure 1.d shows typical usage of
futures in ABS; note the await that occurs line 8: it retrieves the future but allows another
instance of the fact method to run in the meantime if the future is not resolved. Line 14
performs a get and retrieves the future value without letting the execution of another method
be interleaved at this point. Figure 1.c shows a similar example in a language that has no
await primitive. In this case a deadlock occurs during an execution of get because the active
object that is stuck in the get statement needs to run another method to resolve the future,
and each active object is mono-threaded. There are two important things to notice. First,



due to the use of parametric types, the method fact must perform a synchronisation on
Line 8 because the return statement expects a value of type int even if the result is not
used at this point. Second, because of the explicit synchronisation, the programmer knows
that synchronisation (and potentially deadlocks) necessarily occurs during a get statement.
This makes debugging easier, but also requires the programmer to place the synchronisation
himself/herself, sometimes not at the most efficient place, like in this example.

The advantages of explicit futures is the control given to the programmer, and the fact
that synchronisation points are explicit, and thus it is easier for the programmer to identify
potential deadlocks. Also explicit futures allow for complex operations on futures like co-
operative multi-threading or future chaining whereas, with implicit futures, only one default
semantics is given to future access (in practice additional primitives are often provided but
using them becomes complex).

On the other side, ASP is a typical example of a language with implicit futures. In ASP,
there is no specific future type: a future that will be filled by a value of type T also has
type T . A method call can be either synchronous or asynchronous depending on the object
that is invoked at runtime, and there is no primitive for accessing futures: an operation that
requires a concrete value triggers a synchronisation. Typically, a synchronisation occurs upon
method invocation on a future. In ProActive, implicit futures are implemented with proxies
that encapsulate the behaviour of the future and receive the computed value. This is shown
in Figure 1.b where variables that can contain futures are not statically identified, there is
no type “future”, and there is no synchronisation statement. We will see in Section 5 that a
slightly modified program could (unexpectedly) deadlock on line 4.

A major advantages of implicit futures is that parts of the program can remain oblivious
of whether they operate on regular values or on futures. Consequently, implicit future enable
wait-by-necessity where the program is blocked only when a value is really needed, and futures
can be transmitted transparently between program entities (methods, objects, etc.). Indeed,
with implicit futures; a method that has been written for manipulating a regular object can
as well receive a future.

Figure 1.a shows the same example written in DeF(i.e. with data-flow explicit futures),
where synchronisation is explicit and occurs at the place written by the programmer but no
synchronisation is needed inside fact because the type system is better adapted to the concept
of future. A single get operation is required and only in the main block, it synchronises on
the received parameter that can be a future. The deadlock mentioned above could also occur
at line 4 but this time it corresponds to a get statement and is thus easier to spot. Finally,
Figure 1.e illustrates a faithful encoding with explicit futures of the program 1.a, showing that
additional objects and threads are necessary to encode data-flow synchronisation of futures
in EF. Figure 1 also highlight the difference in the possibility to re-use code in each of future
model: in DeF and IF, the fact method can be invoked with either a future or an integer as
first parameter, it is not the case in the other languages.
Data-flow vs. control-flow synchronisation; a new future paradigm. The different
synchronisation patterns between explicit and implicit futures have been first highlighted
in [21] where the authors provide a backend for ABS implemented in ProActive, and the
only difference in the behaviour is due to the nature of futures. Indeed synchronisation on
an explicit future waits for the execution of the corresponding return statement whereas
synchronisation on an implicit future waits for the availability of some useful data. This is only
visible when a future contains another future, this is why such configurations were excluded



a) DeF(Fut«» is the constructor of future types)
1 Act{
2 Fut«Int» fact(Fut«Int» nf, Int r){
3 Fut«Int» y; Int n;
4 n=get nf;
5 if (n == 1) return r
6 else {
7 r = r*n;
8 y = this.fact(n-1,r);
9 return y }}

10 //MAIN
11 { Act a,b; Fut«Int» y,w; Int z;
12 a=new Act(); b=new Act();
13 y = a.fact (3,1);
14 w = b.fact(y,1);
15 z = get w }

b) IF (similar to ASP)
1 Act{
2 Int fact(Int n, Int r){
3 Int y;
4 if (n == 1) return r
5 else {
6 r = r*n;
7 y = this.fact(n-1,r);
8 return y }}
9 //MAIN

10 { Act a,b; Int y,w;
11 a=new Act(); b=new Act();
12 y = a.fact (3,1);
13 w = b.fact(y,1) }

c) EF (explicit futures with parametric type)
1 Act{
2 Int fact(Int n, Int r){
3 Fut <Int > x ; Int m ;
4 if (n==1) return r
5 else {
6 r = r*n;
7 x = this.fact(n-1,r);
8 m = get x; // DEADLOCK
9 return m }}

10 //MAIN
11 { Act a,b; Fut <int > y,w; Int z;
12 a=new Act(); b=new Act();
13 y = a.fact (3,1);
14 z = get y; // earlier synchro
15 w = b.fact(z,1);
16 z = get w }

d) EF with await (similar to ABS)
1 Act{
2 Int fact(Int n, Int r){
3 Fut <Int > x ; Int m ;
4 if (n==1) return r
5 else {
6 r = r*n;
7 x = this.fact(n-1,r);
8 m = await x;
9 return m }}

10 //MAIN
11 { Act a,b; Fut <int > y,w; Int z;
12 a=new Act(); b=new Act();
13 y = a.fact (3,1);
14 z = get y;
15 w = b.fact(z,1);
16 z = get w }

e) EF with additional active object)
1 FutProxy{
2 Int Unfold(Fut <Int > x) {
3 Int y;
4 y = get x;
5 return y }
6 Int MakeFuture(Int x) {
7 return x
8 }
9 }

10 Act{
11 Fut <Int > fact(Int n, Int r){
12 Fut <Int > x, m ; FutProxy fp;
13 fp=new FutProxy ();// creates

Active Object for future
management

14 if (n==1) {
15 m=fp.MakeFuture(r)
16 return m }
17 else {
18 r = r*n;
19 x = this.fact(n-1,r);
20 m = fp.Unfold(x);
21 return m }}
22 //MAIN
23 { Act a,b; Fut <Fut <Int >> t;

Fut <int > y,w; Int z;
24 a=new Act(); b=new Act();
25 t = a.fact (3,1);
26 y = get t; z = get y;
27 t = b.fact(z,1);
28 w = get t; z = get w }

Figure 1: A factorial example expressed in the different languages presented in this article.



in [21]. A stronger evidence that the two synchronisation patterns are fundamentally different
is shown in [16] where the authors highlight that data-flow synchronisation can potentially
wait for an arbitrary number of return statements, whereas with futures à la ABS each
synchronisation waits for a single return.

This article explains these results on a more streamlined set of languages, only differing
in the way futures are handled. We show that, even if previous results have highlighted the
different semantics between explicit and implicit futures, the true distinctive feature between
these approach is whether the synchronisation is data-flow or control-flow oriented. Implicit
futures comes with a data-flow synchronisation but the synchronisation of explicit futures is
based on the control-flow, it synchronises with the execution of the statement that fills the
future. As a consequence one type of synchronisation cannot be statically encoded into the
other one without creating additional objects or a complex control structure. To prove this
aspect, we design an intermediate future construct that is at the same time explicit and with
a data-flow synchronisation.

DeF is not only a useful tool to compare the expressiveness of the different languages,
it also provides a valuable compromise between the existing approaches for futures. DeF
provides explicit future type and explicit synchronisation points, helping the programmer to
understand synchronisations and deadlocks. It also features data-flow driven synchronisation
avoiding unnecessary get operations, and makes it possible to write pieces of code that are
oblivious of whether they operate on regular values or on futures. We will prove that the
obtained synchronisation patterns are similar to the ones of implicit futures, while making the
presence of futures and their synchronisation explicit.

3 DeF: A Language for Explicit Futures with Data-flow Synchro-
nisation

In this section we propose a core language for uniform active objects with explicit futures
equipped with a data-flow oriented synchronisation. The model could be viewed as a core
version of ABS with only a get primitive to access objects. The syntax is somehow inspired
from the one of ABS. The language is called DeF for data-flow synchronised explicit futures.
Except from the modelling of futures, we tried to adopt a design as simple as possible, but
still modelling the principles of existing actor and active object languages.
Notations. T denotes a list of elements T , unless stated otherwise this list is ordered. In the
syntax x, y, u range over variable names, m over method names, α, β range over active object
identifiers, f over future identifiers, and Act over class names. The set of binary operators
on values is represented by an abstract operator ‘, it replaces all the classical operations on
integer and booleans. Mappings are denoted rx ÞÑ as which builds a map from the two lists
x and a of identical length, mrx ÞÑ as updates a map, associating the value a to the entry x,
and ` merges two maps (taking values in the rightmost one in case of conflict). q#q (resp.
q#q) is the FIFO enqueue (resp. dequeue) operation.

3.1 Syntax and Semantics

Figure 2 shows the syntax of our language, including the type definitions discussed in the next
section. A program P is made of a set of classes named Act, each having a set of fields and
a set of methods, plus a main method. A method M has a name m a set of parameters and



P ::“ ActtT x Mu tT x su program

M ::“ T mpT xq tT x su method
s ::“ skip | x “ z | if v t s u else t s u | s ; s | return v statements
z ::“ e | v.mpvq | new Actpvq | get v right-hand-side of assignments
e ::“ v | v ‘ v expressions
v ::“ x | null | integer-and-boolean-values atoms
B ::“ Int | Bool | Act basic type
T ::“ B | FutÎBÏ Type

Figure 2: Static syntax of DeF.

a body, made of a set of local variables and a statement. Types and terms are standard of
object languages except that new creates an active object, get accesses a future, and v.mpvq
performs a method invocation on an active object and thus systematically creates a future
as will be shown in the semantics and the type system. The type constructor for future is
FutÎTÏ, we chose a notation different from the standard FutăTą of ABS or Akka. We
adopt this notation to syntactically show that a future type is not a standard parametrised
type, but follows specific typing rules. Sequence is denoted ; and is associative with a neutral
element skip. Consequently, each statement that is not skip can be rewritten as s; s1 with s
neither skip nor a sequence. ‘ denotes the (standard) operations on integers and booleans.
Several design choices had to be made in DeF, even if they are orthogonal to the subject of
the paper we discuss them briefly below:
• For simplicity, we suppose that local variables and fields have disjoint names.
• We specify a service of requests in FIFO order like in ASP or Rebeca [29]. Another service

policy could be specified. This choice is not related to the scope of the paper; we choose
FIFO service because it is supported by many actor and active object implementations,
probably because this makes programming of several interaction patterns easier.
• We define a sub-typing relation that only compares future and non-future types. Adding

an additional sub-typing relation (e.g. based on the class of objects) raises no issue but
is outside the scope of our study.
• In the design of a programming model for active objects, a crucial choice is to decide

whether all objects are active or only some of them are. DeF is a uniform active object
language, where all objects are active and all invocations are asynchronous and create
a future. Many recent active object languages either have a non-uniform model where
some (passive) objects can only be accessed synchronously by a single active objects, or
concurrent object groups where several objects share the same execution thread. The
interested reader is referred to [7] for a complete description of active object models.
This aspect is also mostly orthogonal to the subject of our study. However if some objects
can be invoked locally, a syntactic distinction between synchronous and asynchronous
invocation might be necessary to identify the points of creation of futures. For example
ABS and Creol use ! to identify asynchronous method invocations that create future.
Note that the syntactic identification of future creation points is less crucial in DeF than
in ABS because the sub-typing between futures and not futures allows us to perform a
synchronous invocation when an asynchronous one is syntactically expected.



cn ::“ αpa, p, qq fpKq fpwq configuration
p ::“ ∅ | q : t`|su currentrequestservice
q ::“ pf,m,wq request
w ::“ x | α | f | null | integer-values runtime values
` ::“ rx ÞÑ ws local store
a ::“ rx ÞÑ ws object fields
e ::“ w | v ‘ v expressions now can have runtime values
s ::“ skip | x “ z | if v t s u else t s u | s ; s | return v statements
z ::“ e | v.mpvq | new Actpvq | get w expressions with side effects

Figure 3: Runtime Syntax of DeF.

The operational semantics of DeF is shown in Figure 4; it expresses a small-step reduction
semantics as a transition relationship between runtime configurations. The syntax of config-
urations and runtime terms is defined in Figure 3, statements are the same as in the static
syntax except that they can contain runtime values like reference to an object or a future
(inside assignment or get statement). A configuration is an unordered set of active objects
and futures. Each active object is of the form αpa, p, qq where α is the active object identifier,
a stores the value of object fields, p is the request currently served, and q a list of pending
requests. The configuration also contains futures that can be either unresolved K or resolved
by a value. A request q is characterised by the corresponding future f , the invoked method
m, and a set of invocation parameters w. The currently served request is either empty ∅ or
made of the request identity q, and a pair t` | su containing a local environment `, and the
statement to be evaluated.

The semantics uses the following auxiliary functions. The bind operator creates an execu-
tion context in order to evaluate a method. If the object α is of type Act, and m is defined in
Act, i.e. Actt..T mpT xq tT y su..u is one class of the program P , then3: bindpα, pf,m,wqq fi
t r this ÞÑ α, x ÞÑ w s | s u

To deal with assignment, we use a dedicated operator for updating the current fields or
local variables: pa` `qrx ÞÑ ws “ a1 ` `1 ðñ a1 “ arx ÞÑ ws and `1 “ `, if x P dompaq,

a1 “ a and `1 “ `rx ÞÑ ws, else
The semantics of a DeF program features the classical elements of active object program-

ming [9, 22], the stateful aspects of the language are expressed as accesses to either local
variables (`) or object fields (a). The three first rules of the semantics define an evaluation
operator rressa`` that evaluates an expression. It is important to note that rressa`` “ w implies
that w can only be an object or future name, null, or an integer or boolean value. The
semantics of Figure 4 contains the following rules. Assign deals with assignment to either
local variables or object fields. New creates a new active object at a fresh location β. Method
invocation Invk enqueues a request in the target active object and systematically creates an
undefined future f , the reference to the future can then be used (stored) by the invoker α.
The rule Invk-Self deals with the particular case where the target is the invoking object. Re-
turn evaluates a return statement and resolves the corresponding futures, finishing a request

3It is not necessary to initialize the local variables in the local environment because of the way the update
operation on store and object fields is defined.



w is not a variable
rrwss` “ w

x P domp`q
rrxss` “ `pxq

rrvss` “ k rrv1ss` “ k1

rrv ‘ v1ss` “ k ‘ k1

Assign
rressa`` “ w pa` `qrx ÞÑ ws “ a1 ` `1

αpa, q : t` | x “ e ; su, q1q Ñ αpa1, q : t`1 | su, q1q

Context
cnÑ cn1

cn cn2 Ñ cn1 cn2

New
rrvssa`` “ w β fresh y “ fieldspActq

αpa, q :t` | x “ new Actpvq ; su, q1q Ñ αpa, q :t` | x “ β ; su, q1q βpry ÞÑ ws,∅,∅q

Invk
rrvssa`` “ β rrvssa`` “ w β ‰ α f fresh

αpa, q :t` |x“v.mpvq;su, q1q βpa1, p, qβq Ñ αpa, q :t` |x“f;su, q1q βpa1, p, qβ#pf,m,wqq fpKq

Invk-Self
rrvssa`` “ α rrvssa`` “ w f fresh

αpa, q : t` | x “ v.mpvq ; su, q1q Ñ αpa, q : t` | x “ f ; su, q1#pf,m,wqq fpKq

Return
rrvssa`` “ w

αpa, pf,m,wq : t` | return vu, qq fpKq
Ñ αpa,∅, qq fpwq

Serve
bindpα, qq “ tl|su

αpa,∅, q#q1q Ñ αpa, q : tl|su, q1q

Get-Update
rrwssa`` “ f

αpa, q : t` | y “ get w ; su, q1q fpw1q
Ñ αpa, q : t` | y “ get w1 ; su, q1q fpw1q

Get-Resolved
rrwssa`` “ w1 Ef.w1 “ f

αpa, q : t` | y “ get w ; su, q1q
Ñ αpa, q : t` | y “ w1 ; su, q1q

If-True
rrvssa`` “ true

αpa, q : t` | if v t s1 u else t s2 u ; su, q1q
Ñ αpa, q : t` | s1 ; su, q1q

If-False
rrvssa`` ‰ true

αpa, q : t` | if v t s1 u else t s2 u ; suu, q1q
Ñ αpa, q : t` | s2 ; suu, q1q

Figure 4: Semantics of DeF.

service so that a new request can be served. Serve occurs when no request is being served,
it dequeues a request and starts its execution. These rules ensure a strict single-threaded
execution of each request one after the other. The most original and interesting aspect of
the semantics is the two rules that deal with the get statement: Get-Update fetches the
value associated to a future but this value is kept under the get statement, this rule is applied
repetitively until the rule Get-Resolved is applicable, i.e. until the value inside get is not a
reference to a future, at this point the get statement is removed. This way the get statement
always returns a usable value. Note that a get can perfectly be called on a value that is not
a future, in which case it has no effect.



(T-Var)

Γ $ x : Γpxq

(T-Null)

Γ $ null : Act

(T-Subtype)

Γ $ z : T

Γ $ z : FutÎTÏ

(T-Assign)

Γpxq “ T Γ $ e : T

Γ $ x “ e

(T-New)

fieldspActq “ T x Γ $ v : T

Γ $ new Actpvq : Act

(T-Expression)

Γ $ v : T Γ $ v1 : T 1 ‘ : T ˆ T 1 Ñ T 2

Γ $ v ‘ v1 : T 2

(T-Get)

Γ $ v : FutÎBÏ

Γ $ get v : B

(T-Invk)

Γ $ v : Act ΓpActqpmq “ T Ñ T 1 Γ $ v : T
if T 1 is of the form FutÎBÏ then T 2 “ T 1 else T 2 “ FutÎT 1Ï

Γ $ v.mpvq : T 2

(T-If)

Γ $ v : Bool Γ $ s1 Γ $ s2

Γ $ if v t s1 u else t s2 u

(T-Return)

Γ $ e : T ΓpActqpmq “ T Ñ T

Γ $ return e

(T-Seq)

Γ $ s Γ $ s1

Γ $ s ; s1

(T-Method)

Γ1 “ Γrx ÞÑ T srx1 ÞÑ T 1s Γ1 $ s

Γ $ T 2 m pT xqtT 1 x1 su

(T-Skip)

Γ $ skip

(T-Program)

Γrx1 ÞÑ T 1s $ s @ActtT x,Mu P ActtT x,Mu ¨ @M PM ¨ Γrx ÞÑ T s $M

Γ $ ActtT x,Mu tT 1 x1 su

Figure 5: Type system (each operator ‘ has a predefined signature).

The initial configuration for running a DeF program ActtT x Mu tT x su consists of a
single object serving a single request with body defined by the main method, the identity of
the request is useless as no other object will fetch the result: αp∅, pf,m,∅q : t∅|su,∅q

3.2 A Type System for DeF

We define a simple type system for DeF (the syntax of types is in Figure 2). Most of the type
system is standard, but the typing of the new future type requires some specific rules. In DeF
a standard value may always be used when a future is expected, and this must be reflected
in the type system. In other words, FutÎTÏ is not a parametrised type but tags the type T
with the information that the term may be a future. On the contrary, T is the type of an entity
that is not a future. In DeF, it is not possible to write a type of the form FutÎFutÎTÏÏ;
indeed get unfolds as many future accesses as necessary to obtain a real value. Somehow,
FutÎTÏ would correspond, in a parametric type system for futures, to any positive or null
number of embedded future construct fut˚ ă T ą .

The type checking rules are defined in Figure 5. The sub-typing rule T-Subtype states
that a non-future term can always be considered as of type future. The rule T-Get guarantees
that the type of the term obtained after a get is a basic type, and thus the result of a get



can be used directly. The other non-trivial rule is the typing of method invocation (T-Invk).
This rule tags as “future” the result of the method invocation, if the method is declared to
return a basic type we add the fut tag, but if the method is declared to return a future (e.g.
because the return statement returns the result of another method invocation) then no tag
is added; we do not have a fut type constructor contained in another one like one could have
in ABS. The initial typing environment Γ, which types the program, associates to each class
name a mapping from method names to method signatures. If m is a method of class Act

defined as follow T 2 m pT xqtT 1 x1 su, we will have Γpmq “ T Ñ T 2.
This type system allows code reuse because a method that accepts a future can be invoked

with a non-future value. The programmer can also write a recursive method that can either
return a future or a standard value, it is sufficient to declare that this method potentially
returns a future.
Example. Figure 1.a illustrates DeF and shows the possibility to return and to accept as
parameter either an integer or a future. It also shows that it is easy to express tail-recursion
because the typing of futures entails that a term tagged as future can require to unfold zero
or many futures to access the value4. The synchronisation point is clearly marked with a get
statement. The method fact first synchronises the integer passed as parameter, in case it
is a future. We create two active objects a and b because if both invocations to fact were
addressing the same active object, depending on request ordering a deadlock might occur (the
active object would be blocked in the get statement at line 4).
Properties of the type system. Properties of the type system rely on the extension of the
type system to runtime configurations. It is not possible to type configurations based on the
only informations recorded in the semantics of Figure 4. Indeed, the main information missing
is the type of active objects and futures. Even if the type of active object could potentially be
inferred, it is impossible to infer the type of the futures because of the possibility to create a
cycle of futures and obtain a configuration of the form cn fpfq. Indeed the ASP example cre-
ating a cycle of futures defined in [9] can be written in DeF (see Appendix 1 for the DeFversion).
Thus, to type configurations we annotate activities and futures with their types (we record
the type of each object and each future at creation): cn ::“ αActpa, p, qq fT pKq fT pwq. Except
from this point, extending the type system to configurations is trivial. We write Γ $ cn if the
configuration cn is well-typed in the environment Γ (where Γ is the initial typing environment
defined above).

It is easy to check that DeF type system verifies subject reduction: if Γ $ cn and cnÑ cn1

then Γ $ cn1. For example the correct typing of the future value is ensured by the fact that
the return statement is well-typed in the initial configuration (i.e. it has the return type of
the method). This also ensures that the get statement is well-typed (accordingly to the future
type and the return type of the method), and thus the Get-Update reduction rule does not
change the type of the term under the get statement.

One can then notice that runtime values of type B cannot be futures (see Figure 2).
Consequently, concerning objects, variables of type Act either are null or point to an object
of the right type. Thus, except for non-initialised objects, method invocations always succeed,
and in particular: (1) each invocation creates a request on a method existing in the target
object, and (2) the invoked object cannot be a future. Similar conclusions can be drawn for
primitive types. This is in particular reflected in the property below that states that DeF has
the desirable characterisation of blocked tasks: an object can only be blocked if it is idle, it is

4Note that the fact method must be given the return type FutÎIntÏ.



accessing null, or it is waiting for a future to be resolved.

Property 1 (Blocked activity). For any configuration cn for any object αpa, p, qq of this
configuration, A reduction rule involving the object α can always be applied except if:
• The object is idle: p “ ∅ and q “ ∅; or
• The object invokes null: p “ t`|x “ v.mpvq; su and rrvssa`` “ null; or
• The object is waiting for a future resolution: p “ t`|x “ get v; su and there is a future
identifier f such that rrvssa`` “ f and fpKq P cn.

This property can be seen as a soundness theorem ensuring that all accesses to asyn-
chronous results are protected by a get. It would be easy and classical to prove a “no message
not understood” theorem, from Property 1 and subject reduction the proof features no par-
ticular interest or difficulty.

3.3 DeFs: A variant of DeF without useless get operations

Because DeF is designed so that a method can receive as parameter an int or a future (provided
the programmer takes care of the future case), we need to accept get x statements where x
can be mapped to 3 or a future of value 3. As a consequence a get operation can perfectly lead
to no synchronisation at all. It would be possible to design another future type system, call it
DeFs a language with data-flow explicit futures and strict synchronisation. DeFs is identical
to DeF except there is no future subtyping rule (T-Subtype). If the FutÎTÏ construct of
DeF can be informally understood as a Fut*<T> type, the FutÎTÏ construct of DeFs can be
seen as a Fut+<T>, meaning one or more imbricated futures. DeFs allows the definition of
recursive asynchronous functions and ensure necessity of get operation: each get performs
one or several synchronisations. This is formalised as follows:

Property 2 (In DeFs every get is a synchronisation). In DeFs, any get operation performs
a synchronisation. In other words, every Get-Resolved reduction is preceded by a Get-
Update reduction on the same activity. More formally, for any initial configuration cn0, for
any reduction chain: cn0 Ñ˚ cn1

T
Ñ cn2 Ñ˚ cn3

Get-Resolved
Ñ cn4 where cn3

Get-Resolved
Ñ cn4

occurs on α and cn2 Ñ˚ cn3 are reductions not occurring on α5, and cn1
T
Ñ cn2 occurs in α,

then cn1
T
Ñ cn2 is a synchronisation reduction and thus T “ Get-Update.

In this work, we favour code reusability instead of preventing useless get for software
engineering reasons, this is why we mostly focus on DeF. However DeFs provides another
compromise between IF and EF. DeFs has one additional property with no useless get, despite
the absence of code reusability.

4 Comparison with Implicit Futures

In this section we describe a programming language with implicit futures. More precisely, we
show the syntax and the semantics of a language similar to our proposal, only differing in the
way futures are created and declared, i.e., a language with a semantics for futures similar to
the one of ASP but keeping our simplistic formalisation of objects. We call this language IF

5Invocation Invk is considered to occur on the source activity because only the request queue of the
destination is modified by the rule.



s ::“ skip | x “ z | if v t s u else t s u | s ; s | return v statements
T ::“ B Type

Figure 6: The Syntax of IF and IF types (terms identical to DeF omitted).

Update
rrxssa`` “ f pa` `qrx ÞÑ ws “ a1 ` `1

αpa, q : t` | su, q1qq fpwq

ÑI αpa
1, q : t`1 | su, q1q fpwq

(T-Invk)

Γ $I v : Act ΓpActqpmq “ T Ñ T 1

Γ $I v : T

Γ $I v.mpvq : T 1

Figure 7: Semantics and type system of IF (the other rules are identical to DeF).

for “implicit futures”, this language also has a data-flow synchronisation, since the programmer
is not aware of the location of futures and can only trigger a synchronisation when trying to
use a variable that holds a future. This calculus is a typical example of the notion of wait-
by-necessity that consists in blocking the execution of a program only when a future value is
absolutely needed: there is no way to wait for the resolution of a future except using the value
that is stored in it. We show that both languages have a similar expressiveness as it is possible
to translate one into the other in a quite natural way. The translation however highlights the
particularities of the two languages.

4.1 Semantics of Implicit Futures (IF)

Compared to DeF, the syntax of IF has no get statement, and there is no future type, see
Figure 6. The semantics of IF is denoted ÑI . It is the same as the one of DeF except that
the two rules Get-Update and Get-Resolved are replaced by a single Update rule shown
in Figure 7. This rule can be triggered at any point when a variable holds a reference to a
future that has been resolved; it replaces the value of a variable holding the future reference
by the future value. Note that this rule changes the local store of an activity in a transparent
manner, but this makes sense in IF because there is no future type, and a variable holding
a future reference is considered, by the programmer, as directly containing the value that is
returned by the method invocation (after some time).

Typing is also simple; we denote $I the new typing judgement. The rules T-Get and
T-Subtype can be removed as they are not useful. Rule T-Invk is modified as shown in
Figure 6. As there is no syntactic difference between futures and other values, the method
invocation simply returns a basic type. Note that, except null, each term has a single type, it
was not the case in DeF because of the sub-typing between future and non-future types. The
initial configuration for an IF program is identical to the one for DeF.
Example. Figure 1.b shows an IF program for the factorial computation. Futures are not
declared explicitly, and tail-recursive functions can be expressed easily. The Update rule will
automatically transmit the computed result, in several steps, to the point of utilisation. The
code reuse is even stronger than in DeF because the method can be written without stating
that the parameter can be a future, and thus methods that were written in a sequential setting
can be invoked with a future. The synchronisation automatically occurs as late as possible, in



JT mpT xq tT 1 x1 suKIFÑDeF fi T mpT xq tT 1 x1tT yT , T zT |Dv P s. $I v : T u su

JBKIFÑDeF fi FutÎBÏ

Jif v t s u else t s1 uKIFÑDeF fi yBool “ get v; if yBool t s u else t s
1 u

$I v : T

Jx “ v.mpvqKIFÑDeF fi yT “ get v;
x “ yT .mpvq

$I v : T $I v
1 : T 1

Jx “ v ‘ v1KIFÑDeF fi yT “ get v;
zT 1 “ get v1;
x “ yT ‘ zT 1

Figure 8: Translation from IF to DeF (other terms are unchanged).

this case, at the same point as in the Figure 1.a. The main drawback of this approach is that
it can be difficult for the programmer to analyse synchronisation points and deadlocks. For
example if a “ b, both factorial invocations target the same object and the active object may
be blocked at line 4 (when checking if a future equals 1). The programmer would probably
not notice that this line could be a synchronisation point.

4.2 Encoding IF into DeF

In this section we show how to encode an IF program into a DeF program that has the same
behaviour. The translation is relatively simple and highlights the fact that DeF makes explicit
the synchronisation points. The principle of the translation is to suppose that every IF term
can be a future, and to generate too many get statements, one at each point a statement uses
a value. At runtime, most of those get statements will have no effect and be immediately
resolved by the rule Get-Resolved. This is made possible because a term that is not a future
can always replace a term that is supposed to be a future in DeF, we can thus suppose that
all entities are futures even if most of them are not.

First, we adopt the following abuse of notation. We use $I v : T to type the atom v
when placed in the adequate typing context Γ without having to specify Γ (it corresponds to
the point of the program considered). We will use the same abusive notation for all the type
judgements. Except for the adaptation explained below and the rules defined in Figure 8 an
IF term is translated identically into a DeF term.
Additional variables. We first add to each method two local variables of each possible
type: For any v appearing in the method body, if $I v : T then two fresh variables yT and zT
of type T are declared in the method containing v. They will be used as intermediate variables
in the encoding. See first line of Figure 8.
Typing translation. In IF every variable can be a future. To reflect this fact, we translate
every type into a type tagged as future (recall that T and B are identical in IF). See the
second line of Figure 8. The only variables with a non-future types are the additional variables
introduced above.
Statement translation. Only statements potentially triggering a wait-by-necessity, i.e. a
transparent synchronisation on a future, need to be changed. For each such statement we add
one (or two) get statement retrieving the future value in case the accessed variable contains



cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ aR1 ad cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ `R1NoTmpp`dq cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ qR1 qd
cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ q1R1 q1d cn, cnd, a` `, ad ` `d $ sR1 sd cnR1 cnd

αpa, q : t`|su, q1q cn R1 αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq cnd

cnR1 cnd

fpKq cn R1 fpKq cnd

fpwq cn, fpwdq cnd,∅,∅ $ wR1wd
cnR1 cnd

fpwq cn R1 fpwdq cnd

fpwqPcn
cn, cnd, `, `d$ wR1wd

cn, cnd, `, `d $ f R1wd

fpwdqPcnd cn, cnd, `, `d$ wR1wd

cn, cnd, `, `d $ w R1 f cn, cnd, `, `d $ s R1 JsKIFÑDeF

´

JsKIFÑDeF “
uT “ get v;
s1

_ JsKIFÑDeF “

yT 1 “ get v1;
uT “ get v;
s1

¯

sd “ puT “ get wd;s1q cn, cnd, `, `d $ rrvss`R1 rrwdss`d

cn, cnd, `, `d $ s R1 sd

´

JsKIFÑDeF “
uT “ get v;
s1

_ JsKIFÑDeF “

yT 1 “ get v1;
uT “ get v;
s1

¯

sd “ puT “ wd;s1q cn, cnd, `, `d $ rrvss`R1 rrwdss`d

cn, cnd, `, `d $ s R1 sd

´

JsKIFÑDeF “
uT “ get v;
sd

_ JsKIFÑDeF “

yT 1 “ get v1;
uT “ get v;
sd

¯

cn, cnd, `, `d $ rrvss`R1 rruT ss`d

cn, cnd, `, `d $ s R1 sd

Figure 9: Equivalence between IF and DeF configurations. Term-by-term equivalence and
syntactic equality omitted. NoTmpp`q “ trx ÞÑ `pxq| $ x : Bu

a future. See the three last cases of Figure 8.
Correctness of the translation. We prove here that the translation defined above preserves
the behaviour of the original IF program. More precisely we prove that, considering some of
the reduction rules as non-observable, there is a branching bisimulation between the execution
of an IF program and the execution of its translation.

The reductions that cannot be observed faithfully are the following ones:
• The IF rule Update: This rule happens automatically and transparently at any point

in time whereas future update occurs upon need in DeF.
• symmetrically DeF rules Get-Update and Get-Resolved only occur at a specific point

in DeF and cannot be faithfully matched with the transparent future update of IF.



• finally, the assignment (Assign) of the variables yT introduced by the translation cannot
be matched with any IF rule. Note that this concerns local variables that have a non-
future type in the translation: $ yT : B for some basic type B.

Despite the non observability of these rules, the other reductions, like method invocations,
are simulated faithfully, and thus the program features the correct behaviour. We let τ range
over these non-observable transitions. Additionally, we label each reduction step by the name
of the only applied rule that is not Context. By convention, in the rest of this section we use
td to range over terms of DeF and t over terms of IF.

Figure 9 defines a relation R1 between a configuration reached when evaluating an IF
program and a configuration reached when evaluating the translation in DeF of this program.
The relation R1 is either of the form cnR1 cnd, checking the equivalence between an IF
configuration cn and a DeF configuration cnd, or of the form cn, cnd, `, `d $ tR1 td, checking
the equivalence between a term t (inside the IF configuration cn) and a term td (inside the
DeF configuration cnd); in this case ` (resp. `d) contain the values of the variables that can be
referred by t (resp. td). Term-by-term and syntactic equality are omitted in the figure (e.g.,
mappings are equivalent if the value associated to each variable is equivalent). The three
first rules deal with equivalence of activities and futures; temporary variables introduced by
the translation are ignored when comparing stores, the other elements are compared term-
by-term. The next two rules handle the following of future references: in IF and in DeF the
update of futures do not occur at the same moment, thus we allow the equivalence relation
R1 to follow future references, both in IF and DeF (one should finally arrive to a common term
to assert equivalence). The last four rules define statement equivalence; when one statement
can be translated into several with explicit synchronisation, the execution in DeF can be at
any intermediate step. We now state correctness of the translation.

Theorem 1. [Correctness of the translation] R1 is a branching bisimulation between the op-
erational semantics of the IF program P and the operational semantics of the DeF program
JP KIFÑDeF. The transitions Update, Get-Update, Get-Resolved, and Assign of the local
intermediate variables are non-observable. More formally, with R (resp. τ) ranging over ob-
servable (resp. non-observable) rule names, if cnR1 cnd then:

cn τ
ÑI

˚
cn1 ùñ cn1R1 cnd cnd

τ
Ñ
˚
cn1d ùñ cnR1 cn

1
d

cn R
ÑI

˚

cn1 ùñ Dcn1d. cnd
τ
Ñ
˚ R
Ñ cn1d ^ cn1R1 cn1d

cnd
R
Ñ
˚

cn1d ùñ Dcn1. cn τ
ÑI

˚ R
ÑI cn1 ^ cn1R1 cn1d

Appendix 2 details the proof. It consists of a classical case analysis on the applied rule,
and relies on a few crucial lemmas concerning the equivalence relation. Those lemmas provide
a more convenient characterisation of value equivalence (by following future references), and
provide properties on the evaluation of expressions in equivalent terms.
Note on the equivalence. By construction, when there is a future in DeF this future
can be updated in IF because update is transparent and can occur earlier than the explicit
synchronisation whereas the synchronisation is automatically introduced just before using the
value. A future in IF almost always correspond to a future in DeF but the converse is not
true. The only case when a future in IF does not correspond to a future in DeF is between
the application of the Get-Update rule and the use of the obtained value (triggering a wait-
by-necessity in IF). Note that, if instead of branching bisimulation, weak bisimulation was
sufficient, then we could simulate a Get-Update rule of DeF by an Update rule of IF and
systematically have less futures in IF than in DeF, thus simplifying the definition of R1 .



JFutÎBÏKDeFÑIF fi B
$ v : FutÎActÏ

Jx “ get vKDeFÑIF fi if pv ““ nullActq tx “ v u else tx “ v u

$ v : FutÎIntÏ

Jx “ get vKDeFÑIF fi x “ v ` 0

$ v : FutÎBoolÏ

Jx “ get vKDeFÑIF fi x “ v ^ True

Figure 10: Translation from DeF to IF (other terms are unchanged).

4.3 Encoding DeF into IF

This section defines an encoding from a DeF program into IF, maintaining the same semantics
and creating the same objects and futures. The translation is shown in Figure 10.
Typing. Compared to DeF, in IF, the future type does not exist and thus should be removed
in a translation.
Synchronisation, statement translation. There is no get operation, but the synchroni-
sation happens automatically when needed. To maintain the same semantics we must ensure
that the synchronisation occurs at the same place, for that we trigger a dummy computation
using the future to simulate the get of DeF (see the last three rules of Figure 10). In case of an
object, we suppose that in IF there is an ““ operation on objects that operates on non-future
values. We also introduce a set of reserved variables nullAct for each object type Act, all
these variables have value null. These variables could safely be replaced by the null value
in practice but using reserved variables allows us to identify the operation of synchronisation
on an object in the proof of bisimulation.
Correctness of the translation. Figure 11 shows a relation R2 that relates an IF con-
figuration on the left with a DeF configuration on the right, where the IF configuration has
been obtained by evaluating the translation of a DeF program as described above. Like in the
preceding section td denotes terms of DeF. The first three rules of the figure describe the com-
parison of activities and futures, ignoring additional variables introduced by the translation.
The next two rules are similar to R1 and allows the equivalence to follow future references
on both sides. The last three rules deal with the equivalence on statements and especially
with the intermediate states reached when evaluating the translation of a get statement. The
first one deals with direct translation. The last two rules deal with the intermediate states
reached when evaluating a get statement. In both rules, there are four cases, three for the
possible translation of get, ans one case about the assignment in IF of a non-future value, this
case deals with the intermediate state reached when an object has been synchronised (after a
comparison to nullAct) In the last rule, one premise checks that wd is not a future and ensures
that wd is the result of a get operation; this is always true when the other premises are true
and the evaluated program is the result of the translation but the hypothesis is used the proof
of the branching bisimulation theorem below; it avoids proving a technical additional lemma
related to these points in the program.

Concerning transitions that cannot be observed in the bisimulation relation, similarly to
the other directions, future updates occur at different moments, and are thus considered non-
observable. Additionally, reduction rules resulting of synchronisation operations introduced by
the translation cannot be observed faithfully, this only concerns the evaluation of if statements



cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ aR2 ad cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ NoTmpp`qR2 `d cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ qR2 qd
cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ q1R2 q1d cn, cnd, a` `, ad ` `d $ sR2 sd cnR2 cnd

αpa, q : t`|su, q1q cn R2 αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq cnd

cnR2 cnd

fpKq cn R2 fpKq cnd

fpwq cn, fpwdq cnd,∅,∅ $ wR2wd cnR2 cnd

fpwq cn R2 fpwdq cnd

fpwq P cn cn, cnd, `, `d $ wR2wd

cn, cnd, `, `d $ f R2 wd

fpwdq P cnd cn, cnd, `, `d $ wR2wd

cn, cnd, `, `d $ w R2 f

cn, cnd, `, `d $ JsdKDeFÑIF R2 sd

ˆ

s “ px “ w`0q _ s “ px “ w^Trueq _ pps “ px “ wqq ^ Ef.rrwss` “ fq
_s “ pif pw ““ nullActq tx “ w u else tx “ w uq

˙

cn, cnd, `, `d $ rrwss`R2 rrwdss`d

cn, cnd, `, `d $ s ; JsdKDeFÑIF R2 px “ get wdq ; sd
ˆ

s “ px “ w ` 0q _ s “ px “ w ^ Trueq _ pps “ px “ wqq ^ Ef.rrwss` “ fq
_s “ pif pw ““ nullActq tx “ w u else tx “ w uq

˙

Ef.rrwdss`d “ f cn, cnd, `, `d $ rrwss`R2 rrwdss`d

cn, cnd, `, `d $ s ; JsdKDeFÑIF R2 px “ wdq ; sd

Figure 11: Equivalence between a configuration of a DeF program (on the right) and a config-
uration of its translation in IF(on the left). Term-by-term equivalence and syntactic equality
are omitted. NoTmpp`q “ trx ÞÑ `pxq| $ x : B ^B ‰ nullActu

where the condition is the comparison to a nullAct reserved variable.

Theorem 2. [Branching bisimulation] The translation of an DeF program into IF behaves
identically to the original one: R2 is a branching bisimulation between the operational se-
mantics of the DeF program P and the operational semantics of the IF program JP KDeFÑIF.
The transitions Update, Get-Update, Get-Resolved, and If-True and If-False where the
condition contain one nullAct variable. In other words: With R ranging over observable rule
names, and τ over non-observable rules, we have, if cnR2 cnd then:

cn τ
ÑI

˚
cn1 ùñ cn1R2 cnd cnd

τ
Ñ
˚
cn1d ùñ cnR2 cn1d

cn R
ÑI

˚

cn1 ùñ Dcn1d. cnd
τ
Ñ
˚ R
Ñ cn1d ^ cn1R2 cn1d

cnd
R
Ñ
˚

cn1d ùñ Dcn1. cn τ
ÑI

˚ R
ÑI cn1 ^ cn1R2 cn1d

The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix 3. It is done by a classical case
analysis and relies on the fact that R2 verifies the same preliminary lemmas as R1 . Like in
the case of R1 the following of futures inside DeF configuration is only necessary to ensure
branching bisimulation. It is only needed to ensure equivalence in well identified temporary
configurations and could be avoided if weak bisimulation was sufficient.



4.4 Concluding Remarks

We proved that IF and DeF feature a similar behaviour. However, the two different future
constructs are not controlled in the same way by the programmer. On one side, DeF requires
the programmer to be more precise because some entities are tagged as futures and some not,
on the other side, in IF any entity can be a future. This is visible in the translation from IF into
DeF that consider all objects as potentially a future and adds a lot of get operations, but also in
the other directions where synchronisation is enforced only at the specific points corresponding
to a get operation. This increased precision would make the implementation of DeF futures
more efficient, increase the accuracy of static analyses, and help the programmer identify
potential deadlocks at the cost of additional instruction and exposure of the programmer to
the notion of futures.

Concerning code reuse, both IF and DeF allow some form of code reuse in the sense that
a piece of program can be written the same way independently of which variables contain a
future or not. However, IF allows the programmer to reuse code written in a sequential setting
without knowing that some variables might contain futures whereas, in DeF reusable code must
take into account that some variable may contain futures (the programmer should perform
the adequate gets). Thus more code is reusable in IF but the recycling code with additional
unplanned synchronisation could easily lead to undesired synchronisations or deadlocks. In
DeF the programmer has to plan the possible synchronisations on futures and is thus aware of
the potential synchronisations when writing his/her code.

Finally, the translation from IF to DeF highlights the property that a single get operation
is always sufficient to allow an operation accessing a future to succeed.

5 Comparison with Classical Explicit Futures

This section takes DeF as a basis and shows the minimal syntax and semantics changes to define
a language with parametric typing of explicit futures called EF. Recall that this kind of explicit
futures come with a control-flow synchronisation where a synchronisation statement waits for
the resolution of a single future, and this synchronisation is released by the execution of a
single return statement. In active object languages with explicit futures, the synchronisation
on a future is resolved as soon as the corresponding request finishes, even if this request
returned another future.

Futures of EF are similar to the ones of languages like Encore, Creol, ABS, Akka, or Java,
even if the future creation and manipulation in these languages is generally richer than the
simplified semantics proposed here. Indeed EF only has one primitive for accessing futures
(get). We will additionally discuss the advantages of an await primitive, especially because
it can simulate the behaviour of data-flow synchronised futures in some cases.

5.1 Semantics of Explicit Futures

The syntax of EF is the same as the one of DeF. Only the syntax of types is changed to allow
several future type constructors to be nested. We denote Fută ą the parametric future type
constructor. This allows typing a variable that holds a future that will itself be resolved into
a future:

T ::“ B | FutăTą Non-basic type



Get-Resolved
rrvssa`` “ f

αpa, q : t` | y “ get v ; su, q1q fpwq ÑE αpa, q : t` | y “ w ; su, q1q fpwq

(T-Get)

Γ $E v : FutăTą

Γ $E get v : T

(T-Invk)

Γ $E v : Act ΓpActqpmq “ T Ñ T 1 Γ $E v : T

Γ $E v.mpvq : FutăT 1ą

Get-Update is removed T-Subtype is removed

Figure 12: Operational semantics and typing rules for EF(compared to DeF).

The semantics of EF is denotedÑE . Its only difference compared to DeF is that a single rule
is necessary for handling the get statement. Indeed, get unfolds one level of future indirection,
and thus a future is resolved in one step, but in EF this future resolution can return another
future. Contrarily to DeF one might have to do several consecutive get statements to access
a single data, this depends on the type of the accessed value, for example if a term is of
type FutăFutăIntąą then two consecutive get operations are needed to access the integer
value. Figure 12 shows the small-step operational semantics and the typing rules for EF; rules
identical to DeF are not repeated (note that two rules of DeF semantics and its type system
strictly need to be removed). The type judgement for EF is denoted $E , the type system is
simpler than the one of DeF. There is no T-Subtype rule for explicit futures because a value
cannot be used where a future is expected in EF. T-Get is changed accordingly to the type
syntax, a basic type is not necessarily obtained after the operation succeeds. The typing of
the method invocation is simpler than in DeF because several Fut type constructors can be
nested. It is thus sufficient to add one future type constructor upon each invocation.

5.2 Comparison with DeF

We study here the expressiveness of EF compared to DeF. Like in Section 4, we are interested
in the expressiveness of the future construct only and thus we study whether it is possible to
design translations between EF and DeF only relying on the addition of additional variables
and statements. We show below that futures in DeF and EF are not equivalent and there are
DeF programs that cannot be expressed in the same way in EF, and thus a faithful translation
from DeF to EF would need to encode a future by introducing additional objects and methods.
We also identify an EF program that cannot be simulated in DeF, except by instrumenting each
future with additional information. We briefly explain how a more complex encoding could
simulate data-flow synchronisation and encode terminal recursive methods in EF, but this is
not in the scope of the paper because it relies on the introduction of additional constructs and
threads and we do not formalise this translation or its properties.
Encoding DeF futures into EF. Somehow, the simplicity of the semantics and the type
system of EF justifies the fact that the explicit future construct with parametric type is the
most massively used. However the type system constrains the usage of futures comparatively to
the data-flow oriented models (DeF and IF). This was already highlighted in the introduction
of [16] where the authors proved that the existing deadlock analysis for ABS could not be
reused to analyse implicit futures. The main reason for this impossibility is that, with implicit



futures, there is no static bound on the number of synchronisations performed at a single
program point, and thus a translation would require to declare a type with an unbound
number of enclosed Futăą constructs.

The semantics and type system of EF allow us to highlight the fact that parametric future
types limit code re-usability and do not allow tail-recursive parallel methods like DeF or IF.
To illustrate this point we try to implement the factorial example of Figure 1.a in EF. The
type system does not allow the method to return either an integer or a future: in EF, fact(1,1)
should return a term of type Int but fact(3,1) should return a Fut<Fut<Fut<Int>>>. The simplest
solution is to declare that the method returns an integer, and add a synchronisation line 8,
before the return statement (to retrieve the integer value). This is shown in Figure 1.c.
Unfortunately this program deadlocks because the get instruction that was added to ensure
correct typing, and allow fact to return an Int, waits for the scheduling of another fact request
in the same active object. This request cannot be executed because the active object is mono-
threaded and blocked on the get statement. Additionally, there is no way to allow the fact

method to potentially accept a future, and thus the programmer has to synchronise with the
result of the first call before calling another fact method (line 14). An alternative solution is
to create two fact methods with different signatures.

However, many languages with parametric types for futures allow cooperative multi-
threading: there is a primitive called await in ABS that allows the current thread to be
interrupted while a future is awaited. This breaks the property that in EF, a request runs
to completion but allows to solve many deadlocks. Figure 1.d shows the same program as
it would be implemented in EF augmented with an await primitive that releases the current
thread and allow starting the execution of another method. This is a reasonable way to imple-
ment a tail-recursive factorial in ABS. This program does not deadlock, but contrarily to DeF
and IF n methods are interrupted in order to ensure the transmission of the result all the way
back to the caller. This solution additionally requires the fact method to be scheduled again
in order to transmit the result. Not only this semantics is a bit different, but also if another
request is served but never finishes (e.g. a request enqueued during the execution of fact(0)

that is scheduled before the await statement is released), this prevents the transmission of the
result to the main method which is not the case in EF. Thus a systematic translation from DeF
into EF cannot simply rely on await. It is possible to encode a similar awaiting task inside EF
and without relying neither on the availability of the original active object nor on cooperative
thread release. This can be performed by creating a new active object before each return,
and return directly the future obtained by the call to a method Unfold as shown in Figure 1.e.
Each active object of type FutProxy plays the same role as a future in EF. But then fact must
return a Fut<Fut<Int>> that needs to be accessed by two successive get, line 26 and 28. return r

must also be modified to return a future instead (lines 15,16). This example shows a possible
way to return a future from a method in EF and a good sketch of a correct encoding from DeF
to EF but it relies on additional active objects, and shows that EF futures are not sufficient
to encode the semantics of DeF futures. Interestingly, the future chaining operation (-->) of
Encore [8] can be used to encode the desired behaviour, in a much lighter and efficient way.
Future chaining can be performed in attached mode (on the same thread as the active object)
and have a similar behaviour to the use of await in Figure 1.d, or in detached mode because
no race condition is possible and feature the same behaviour as the additional active object
with the Unfold method (like in Figure 1.e).

Concerning code reuse and the possibility to provide a value where a future is expected,
this could be encoded by adding intermediate objects that act as future proxies, but again



1 Act{
2 Fut <Int > foo(){ // in DeF: Fut«int» foo()
3 Fut <Int > z; // in DeF: Fut«int» z;
4 z=this.loop();
5 return z
6 }
7 Int loop(){ // never terminates; in DeF: Fut«int» loop()
8 Fut <Int > x; // in DeF: Fut«int» x;
9 x=this.loop();

10 get x; // Deadlocks
11 return 0
12 }
13 }
14 //MAIN
15 { Act x; Int z; Fut <Fut <int >> y; // in DeF: Fut«int» y
16 x = new Act();
17 y = x.foo();
18 z = get y // Terminates in EF but not in DF
19 }

Figure 13: An EF program that has no equivalent in DeF (comments show the differences in
DeF).

this requires the addition of new constructs to encode the semantics of DeF futures.
To summarise, adding additional objects that would be used instead of futures, it is possible

to encode DeF futures in EF. However such an encoding would be complex, and very difficult to
prove correct. In any case, we showed here that the two future constructs have a fundamentally
different semantics and that translating DeF programs into EF would rely on other features of
the languages (additional threads, objects, or primitives).
Encoding EF futures into DeF. An impossibility result also holds in the other direction: the
data-flow nature of the synchronisation in DeF cannot simulate exactly the synchronisation that
occurs in EF. Indeed, the synchronisation in EF is control-flow oriented: a get synchronises
with the execution of a single return instruction whereas synchronisation in DeF is data-
flow oriented: a get synchronises with the availability of some data, which can require the
execution of an unknown number of return instructions. This was highlighted in [21] where
the authors provide a systematic translation from ABS to multi-threaded active objects with
implicit futures and prove that the translation is correct. The authors highlighted two weak
simulations between the execution of an ABS program and the execution of its translation
in multi-active objects with implicit futures. One of the limitations of the translation is the
“absence of futures of futures” stating that the translation is not always correct if the value of
a future is another future.

Figure 13 provides an example inspired from [21] that illustrates the impossibility to sim-
ulate faithfully explicit futures with data-flow synchronisation. It shows an EF program that
terminates, but for which the similar DeF program (differences shown in comments) does not
terminate. There is no way in DeF to check that the foo method terminated without checking
that the loop method terminated. This is due to the fact that in EF it is possible to only
check whether a single future has been resolved, i.e. a given method has finished whereas
in DeF, a future access checks whether a real value (with a basic type) is accessible. In this
case accessing the future results in a deadlock in DeF because the future referenced by y is



in fact a reference to another future that is never resolved. More precisely, the execution of
the program reaches a configurations (i) futpf, f 1q futpf 1,Kq which can be distinguished from
the configuration (ii) futpf,Kq in EF whereas the two configurations are observationally iden-
tical in DeF (no future access primitive can distinguish the two configuration). The data-flow
synchronisation of DeF is intrinsically different from the synchronisation of explicit futures.
One can notice that this impossibility result is a bit artificial as it relies on an example that
retrieves a result that cannot be used for a practical computation but it seems impossible to
produce a non-artificial example here.

In [21], a solution to this limitation was suggested: “It is possible to have a wrapper
for futures values: a future value that is an object containing a future.” One can simulate
the behaviour of explicit futures by introducing intermediate objects. Anyway, it is also not
possible to encode all EF programs into DeF without adding intermediate structures.

6 Concluding Remarks

6.1 Comparing DeFs to the other languages

The counter-examples showing the intrinsic difference between IF and DeF also allow us to
distinguish DeFs from the other languages. Concerning the return of futures and the encoding
of recursive terminal functions, DeFs is similar to DeF, and thus cannot be translated into
EF. Code reuse of DeF cannot be encoded into DeFs. If we consider the example of Figure 1,
the same program in DeFs is similar to the DeF code (Figure 1.a), except that the function
cannot accept a future and the same get operation as in Line 14 of Figure 1.c must be applied.
This distinguishes DeFs from DeF and IF. Finally, the program of Figure 13 also allows us to
distinguish DeFs from EF, because in DeFs the synchronisation is driven by the data-flow (the
program does not terminate in DeFs neither).

6.2 Other synchronisation patterns

This section briefly reviews several primitives for manipulating futures that exist in languages
with explicit futures and investigates whether these primitives would make sense and could
be specified and implemented for explicit futures with data-flow synchronisation, i.e. added
to the semantics of DeF and used in an implementation of DeF.
Await. Await is a primitive used in active object languages with cooperative multi-threading.
It releases the current thread to allow another method to execute. Its semantics could easily
be specified in DeF with the obvious difference that the await should succeed when the get
operation on the future would succeed (when a basic value is available).
Asynchronous future access. Several languages like Akka and AmbientTalk feature asyn-
chronous invocations on futures, which is triggered after the future value is available. In
AmbientTalk for example a new request is added to the actor when the future is resolved.
A similar constructs could be featured by data-flow explicit futures, like in AmbientTalk an
asynchronous invocation on a future would be enqueued when the future is resolved with a
proper object, i.e. in a data-flow oriented manner. Future chaining of Encore is a bit similar
to asynchronous future access but is control-flow oriented because based on explicit futures.
Encoding future-chaining in DeF would be similar to asynchronous invocation on futures, ex-
cept that future-chaining operations can sometimes be performed in parallel with the single
thread of the active object.



6.3 Conclusion

In this article we design a new future construct that is both a promising programming
paradigm, and a convenient tool to compare the semantics of futures in existing program-
ming languages. Our work show that the distinctive feature of the different future constructs
is the way synchronisation is performed: either it is data-driven like with implicit futures
and a synchronisation corresponds to a process expecting the availability of some data, or
it is control-driven like with explicit futures and a synchronisation corresponds to a process
waiting for the execution of a given instruction, like the return statement of a method.

Our future construct offers a valuable compromise between explicit and implicit futures.
It forces the programmer to state where the synchronisation occurs, and thus makes him
aware of synchronisation points and potential deadlocks. Indeed, in DeF, an active object can
only be blocked if it is performing a get operation on an unresolved future. DeF also allows
writing functions that return a future, and in particular recursive asynchronous function calls,
like with implicit futures. We explained why writing such functions was impossible or very
difficult with explicit futures. Finally, DeF allows better code reuse than explicit futures: a
piece of code that is written to access a future can be executed with a non-future value. The
code re-usability is however lower than with implicit futures where a piece of code written
in a sequential setting can be invoked with a future. This is compensated by more safety
because the programmer has to declare which code can accept a future, and is aware that
(s)he must handle the potential synchronisations and deadlocks. From a typing perspective,
in DeF, FutÎTÏ types a term of type T possibly needing the resolution of one or several
futures (but always a single get statement) to be accessed.

This article did not discuss type inference, but intuitively, the translation from IF to DeF
shows a naive and ineffective but safe inference of future types. A classical static analysis
can then propagate the non-future types that are obtained after a get or after an assignment
that is not an asynchronous call. Inferring future types in method parameters would also be
possible provided the whole program is known.

Even if no implementation of the future construct presented in this paper exists yet, such
an implementation could rely on several existing solutions. On one side, we have shown
that the implementation of implicit futures features the same behaviour as DeF futures, thus
one solution to implement DeF would be to provide a type system in a language for implicit
futures and implement the future semantics based on the translation presented in Section 4.3.
ASP is the language that would fit the best this approach but its implementation, ProActive,
is a Java library and it is difficult to implement a dedicated type system in this context.
The distributed Java backend for ABS [21] can be considered as a better first step for the
implementation of DeF. Indeed, this backend implements a data-driven synchronisation, and
thus an implementation of DeF could rely on an adaptation of the ABS type system and minor
modifications of the backend. Even if this is not very efficient, a first simple implementation
of DeF would consist in encoding DeF futures as a datatype in ABS, as shown in Appendix ??.
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Appendices

These appendices will be published in a research report if the paper is accepted, and the report
will be cited in the published paper.

1 Creating a Cycle of Futures in DeF

The following DeF program creates a cycle of futures, i.e. a runtime configuration containing
f1pf1q. This justifies the fact that information about the type of future entries must be
recorded at runtime in the configuration in order to type it (and to prove subject reduction
for example). Indeed, at runtime, without static information on the future type it is not
possible to infer the type of a future in a cycle. Fut«» is the future type constructor.

1 Act{ Fut«Int» field;
2 Int start(Act y) {
3 field = y.f1(this);
4 return 0
5 }
6 Fut«Int» f2() {
7 return field
8 }
9 Int f1(Act x){

10 Fut«Int» i;
11 i = x.f2();
12 return i
13 }
14 //MAIN
15 { Act x,y; Fut«Int» i;
16 x = new Act();
17 y = new Act();
18 i = x.start(y)
19 }

2 Proof of Theorem 1

Lemma 1 (R1 Symmetry). Consider v a term appearing in activities αpa, q : t`1|su, qq and
αpad, qd : t`1d|sdu, qdq, suppose ` “ a` `1 and `d “ ad ` `

1
d. We have: cn, cnd, `, `d $ vR1 v.

The proof is a simple case study on the potential values of v and the applicable rules.

Lemma 2 (Equivalent runtime values). Consider w and wd two runtime values of activities
αpa, q : t`1|su, q1q and αpad, qd : t`1d|sdu, q1dq, suppose ` “ a` `1 and `d “ ad ` `

1
d. We have

cn, cnd, `, `d $ wR1wd ðñ

w “ wd
_Dw1. wpw1q P cn^ cn, cnd, `, `d $ w1R1wd (w is a future)
_Dw1d. wdpw

1
dq P cnd ^ cn, cnd, `, `d $ wR1w

1
d (wd is a future)

The lemma also holds if w and wd are the values of future f in both configurations and
` “ `d “ ∅.



In practice, we have that pfpwq P cnd ^ Ef
1. w “ f 1q ùñ fpwq P cn because future

updates happen at any time in IF while they are delayed to the synchronisation point in DeF.
Consequently at the point of return a future reference might be updated in IF but not in DeF,
but if a future is updated in DeF it means that a synchronisation occurred and the update
must also have been done in IF.

Proof. The proof is a simple case analysis on the applicable rule in the definition of R1 : except
for structural equivalence, the only applicable rule is the unfolding of future values.

Corollary 1 (Equivalent runtime values can be identified by following chains of futures). Con-
sider w and wd two runtime values of activities αpa, q : t`1|su, q1q and αpad, qd : t`1d|sdu, q1dq,
let ` “ a` `1 and `d “ ad ` `

1
d. We have (for some n ě 0, k ě 0)

cn, cnd, `, `d $ wR1 wd ðñ Dw1.

$

&

%

w“w1 _ Df0..fn. f0 “ w ^ @iăn. fipfi`1q P cn^ fnpw1q P cn
^

wd“w
1 _ Df 10..f

1
k. f

1
0 “ wd ^ @iăk. f

1
ipf

1
i`1q P cnd ^ f

1
kpw

1q P cnd

The equivalence also holds if w and wd are the values of future f in both configurations and
` “ `d “ ∅.

Proof. The proof is done by structural induction on the derivation stating that cn, cnd, `, `d $
wR1wd. If the length is 1, then w “ wd, else one of the cases of Lemma 2 is applicable,
additionally to the recurrence hypothesis, thus if cn, cnd, `, `d $ wR1wd, then (the case
w “ wd has been eliminated):

Dw1. wpw1q P cn^ cn, cnd, `, `d $ w1R1wd _ Dw
1
d. wdpw

1
dq P cnd ^ cn, cnd, `, `d $ wR1w

1
d

Consider the first case, by recurrence hypothesis we have:

cn, cnd, `, `d $ w1R1wd

ùñ Dw2.

$

&

%

w1 “ w2 _ Df0..fn. f0 “ w1 ^ @i ă n. fipfi`1q P cn^ fnpw2q P cn
^

wd “ w2 _ Df 10..f
1
k. f

1
0 “ wd ^ @i ă k. f 1ipf

1
i`1q P cnd ^ f

1
kpw

2q P cnd

Which ensures the desired property with a longer chain on the first line (the equality case is
not possible here):

Dw2.

$

&

%

Df20 “ w, f21 “ w1 “ f0, .., f
2
n`1 “ fn. f

2
0 “ w ^ @i ă n` 1. f2i pf

2
i`1q P cn^ f

2
n`1pw

2q P cn
^

wd “ w2 _ Df 10..f
1
k. f

1
0 “ wd ^ @i ă k. f 1ipf

1
i`1q P cnd ^ f

1
kpw

2q P cnd

The other cases and the converse implication are similar.

Corollary 2 (Equivalent runtime values can be identified by chains of futures pointing to
equivalent values). Consider w and wd two runtime values of activities αpa, q : t`1|su, q1q and
αpad, qd : t`1d|sdu, q1dq, let ` “ a` `1 and `d “ ad ` `

1
d. We have

cn, cnd, `, `d $ wR1 wd ðñ Dw1, w1d.

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

cn, cnd, `, `d $ w1R1 w
1
d

^

w “ w1 _ Df0..fn. f0 “ w ^ @i ă n. fipfi`1q P cn^ fnpw1q P cnd
^

w1d “ w1 _ Df 10..f
1
k. f

1
0 “ wd ^ @i ă k. f 1ipf

1
i`1q P cnd ^ f

1
kpw

1
dq P cnd

The equivalence also holds if w and wd are the values of future f in both configurations and
` “ ` “ ∅.



This is proven by two applications of the previous corollary.
The following lemma relates expression evaluation with the equivalence.

Lemma 3 (R1 and evaluation). Suppose αpa, q : t`|su, qq cn R1 αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, qdq cnd.
Then for any expression e of IF:

αpa, q : t`|su, qq cn, αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, qdq cnd, `, `d $ rressa`` R1 rressad``d

This lemma is proven by a case analysis on the rules for the evaluation of expressions. All
cases are solved trivially, or by application of Lemma 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is a classical case analysis on the rule applied on each side.
We focus ion the proof below on the most significant cases, i.e. all the non-observable rules,
and the simulation of invocation in both directions. Proofs of other cases are similar.
update (non-observable) rule of IF. Suppose cn update

ÑI cn1 and cnR1 cnd suppose the
update occurs in αpa, q : t`|su, q1q P cn and that αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq P cnd (the activity α
exists in cnd and has this form by definition of R1 ). Let `1 “ a ` ` and `1d “ ad ` `d. We
have on the IF side:

Update
rrxssa`` “ f pa` `qrx ÞÑ ws “ a1 ` `1

αpa, q : t` | su, q1qq fpwq
update
ÑI αpa1, q : t`1 | su, q1q fpwq

By Lemma 3 we have rrxssad``d “ wd and cn, cnd, `
1, `1d $ f R1wd for some wd. By corollary 1,

we obtain:

Dw1.

$

&

%

f “ w1 _ Df0..fn. f0 “ f ^ @i ă n. fipfi`1q P cn^ fnpw1qcn
^

wd “ w1 _ Df 10..f
1
k. f

1
0 “ wd ^ @i ă k. f 1ipf

1
i`1q P cnd ^ f

1
kpw

1q P cnd

(1)

Note that f1 “ w. By definition of R1 , fpwq P cn implies fpw1dq P cn with cn, cnd,∅,∅ $
wR1w

1
d.

To prove that cn1R1 cnd, it is sufficient to consider only the activity α and more precisely
the value associated to x in the field or the local store. Suppose the update occurs in the fields
(the store case is similar): a1 “ arx ÞÑ ws. Overall we have to prove that: cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $
wR1wd. We consider the 4 different cases in equation (1). (1) if w1 “ f and wd “ f ,
then the fifth rule of Figure 9 (following futures in DeF) allows us to conclude. (2) and (3) if
fpwq..fnpw

1q P cn and wd “ f or wdpf
1
1q..f

1
kpw

1q P cnd, then Corollary 1 allows us to conclude
with the same w1 and a chain of length n ´ 1 (or w1 “ w if n “ 1). (4) if w1 “ f and
wdpf

1
1q..f

1
kpw

1q P cnd, we have wdpf
1
1q..f

1
kpw

1qw1pw1dq P cnd with cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ wR1w
1
d and

conclude by Corollary 2.
Invk rule of IF. Suppose cn Invk

ÑI cn1 and cnR1 cnd suppose the invocation occurs from
αpa, q : t`|su, q1q P cn, we have αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq P cnd. Let `1 “ a` ` and `1d “ ad ` `d.
We have the following reduction from cn:
Invk

rrvssa`` “ β rrvssa`` “ w β ‰ α f fresh
αpa, q : t` | x “ v.mpvq ; su, q1q βpa1, p, qβq Ñ αpa, q : t` | x“f;su, q1q βpa1, p, qβ#pf,m,wqq fpKq

By definition of R1 we have sR1 sd and thus three cases are possible, corresponding to the
three last cases of Figure 9 (the first rule relating statements is also applicable but it is a
particular case of the first case below):



(1) sd “ puT “ get wd;x “ uT .mpvq;JsKIFÑDeFq with cn, cnd, `
1, `1d $ rrvss`R1 rrwdss`1

d
.

Because rrvssa`` “ β, by Lemma 1 two cases are possible (β is not a future): (a) wd “ β,
or (b) there exist f 10..f 1k s.t. w “ f 10, @i ă k. f 1ipf

1
i`1q P cnd, and f 1kpβq P cnd

We then have cnd
τ
Ñ
˚
cn1d applying 0 times in case (a), or k ` 1 times in case (b), the

Get-Update rule. We finally have cn1d identical to cnd except the current statement in
α is uT “ get β; x “ uT .mpvq;JsKIFÑDeF. Then we have cn1d

τ
Ñ cn2d applying once the

Get-Resolved rule. The current statement in α is uT “ β; x “ uT .mpvq;JsKIFÑDeF.
Then cn2d

τ
Ñ cn3d by applying once the Assign rule on the local intermediate variable

uT . The current statement in α is now x “ uT .mpvq;JsKIFÑDeF and the local store has
changed in α, we call it `3d such that rruT ssad``3d “ β. Finally we can apply the invocation
rule in DeF (note that f is necessarily fresh in cn3d):

Invk
rruT ssad``3d “ β rrvssad``3d “ wd β ‰ α f fresh

αpad, qd : t`3d | x “ uT .mpvq ; JsKIFÑDeFu, q1dq βpa
1
d, pd, q

2
dq

Ñ αpad, qd : t`3d | x“f;JsKIFÑDeFu, q1dq βpa
1
d, pd, q

2
d#pf,m,wdqq fpKq “ cn4d

The equivalence R1 of the obtained configuration is easy to assert: futures are equivalent
because the new one is undefined in both cases, activity α is equivalent by structural
equivalence (plus the hypothesis that original configurations are equivalent). Finally,
we only have to prove cn1, cn4d,∅,∅ $ pf,m,wqR1 pf,m,wdq inside β. This is done
by lemma 3 that states that: cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rrvss`1d and thus: cn, cn3d, `1, `1d $
rrvss`1 R1 rrvssad``3dd

because v does not use uT and is not affected by the modification of
the local environment. Finally, cn1, cn4d,∅,∅ $ wR1wd: the stores can be discarded
because the result of an evaluation function rrss contains no variable, and the changes
in the configuration implied by the invocation have no influence on this equivalence
(variables, futures, and active object references inside v are by nature not affected by
the invocation).
This allows us to conclude that cn1R1 cn4d.

(2) sd “ puT “ wd;x “ uT .mpvqq;JsKIFÑDeFq with cn, cnd, `
1, `1d $ rrvss`R1 rrwdss`1

d
. Because

of typing, as $ uT : T where T is a base type (not future), we know that $ wd : T (in
the right context), and thus wd is not a future. Additionally, we have cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $
βR1 rrwdss`1

d
, and thus rrwdss`1

d
“ β, and wd “ β. We conclude by following the last steps

(Assign and Invk) similarly to case (1).
(3) sd “ px “ uT .mpvqq;JsKIFÑDeFq with cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrvss`R1 rruT ss`1
d
. Again, by typing

we have rruT ss`1
d
is not a future, and by the properties of R1 : rruT ss`1

d
“ β. We conclude

by applying the Invk rule similarly to (1).
Get-Update (non-observable) rule of DeF. Suppose cnd

Get-Update
Ñ cn1d, cnR1 cnd, the

update occurs in αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq P cnd, and (by definition of R1 ) αpa, q : t`|su, q1q P cn.
Let `1 “ a` ` and `1d “ ad ` `d. We have the following reduction inside cnd:
Get-Update

rrwdssad``d “ f

αpad, qd : t`d | uT “ get wd ; s1du, q1dq fpw
1
dq Ñ αpad, qd : t`d | uT “ get w1d ; s1du, q1dq fpw

1
dq

By definition of R1 (cases on statements) we have two equivalence rules applicable (the 6th

and the 7th), both entail that:
`

JsKIFÑDeF “
uT “ get v;
s1d

_ JsKIFÑDeF “

yT 1 “ get v1;
uT “ get v;
s1d

˘



where cn, cnd, `
1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rrwdss`1

d
.

Consequently we have: cn, cnd, `
1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 f and by Corollary 1

Dw1.

$

&

%

rrvss`1 “ w1 _ Df0..fn. f0 “ rrvss`1 ^ @i ă n. fipfi`1q P cn^ fnpw1q P cn
^

f “ w1 _ Df 10..f
1
k. f

1
0 “ f ^ @i ă k. f 1ipf

1
i`1q P cnd ^ f

1
kpw

1q P cnd

(2)

We need to prove cnR1 cn1d. By definition of the equivalence on statements, it is sufficient to
prove: cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rrw
1
dss`1

d
.

We reason on the two cases for the second line of (2):
• Either f “ w1. As fpwdq P cnd and cnR1 cnd, there is a w s.t. fpwq P cn and
cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ wR1w

1
d. For each of the two cases of the first line of (2) we find a

longer chain of futures that allows us to apply Corollary 2: if rrvss`1 “ w1 “ f then there
exists f such that rrvss`1 “ f and fpwq P cn. Else Df0..fn. f0 “ rrvss`1 ^ @i ă n. fipfi`1q P
cn^fnpw1q P cn, and then Df0..fn, fn`1. f0 “ rrvss`1^@i ă n. fipfi`1q P cn^fn`1pwq P cn
(the futures are the same except we add w “ f to the chain). Finally we have:

Dw,wd.

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

cn, cnd,∅,∅ $ wR1wd
^

Df0..fn. f0 “ rrvss`1 ^ @i ă n. fipfi`1q P cn^ fnpwq P cn
^

wd “ wd

By Corollary 2 cn, cnd, `
1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rrw

1
dss`1

d
.

• Or Df 10..f 1k. f
1
0 “ f ^ @i ă k. f 1ipf

1
i`1q P cnd ^ f 1kpw

1q P cnd. In this case, by removing
the first future we have: Df 11..f 1k. f

1
1 “ w ^ @i ă k. f 1ipf

1
i`1q P cnd ^ f

1
kpw

1q P cnd, and by
Corollary 1 with the same w1 as in (2) we obtain: cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rrw
1
dss`1

d
.

This concludes about the equivalence cnR1 cn1d.
Get-Resolved (non-observable) rule of DeF. Suppose cnd

Get-Resolved
Ñ cn1d and cnR1 cnd.

We have the reduction:
Get-Resolved

rrwdssad``d “ w1d Ef.w1d “ f

αpad, qd : t`d | y “ get wd ; su, q1dqq Ñ αpad, qd : t`d | y “ w1d ; su, q1dq

The statement is of the form sd “ puT “ get wd;s1q, thus only the 6th or 7th rule of the
definition of R1 (Figure 9) can be used to assert equivalence on the original configuration.
Thus the 8th rule, for statements of the form sd “ puT “ wd;s1q, can be used to conclude that
the destination configuration verifies the same equivalence as the original one: cnR1 cn1d.
Assign of local intermediate variable (non-observable) rule of DeF. cnd

Assign
Ñ cn1d.

The argument on statements is similar to the case above. Local intermediate variables are only
introduced when the translation inserts a get, and the value of these variables is assigned only
if the 8th rule of Figure 9 is applicable. After reduction we can apply the last rule of Figure 9
where the value of intermediate variable is checked. The premise cn, cn1, `, `1 $ rrvss`R1 rruT ss`1

(last rule of R1) to be ensured inside cn1d is obtained from the premise: cn, cn1, `, `1 $
rrvss`R1 rrwdss`1 of the 8th rule, that is verified on cnd.
Invk rule of DeF. Suppose cnd

Invk
Ñ cn1d and cnR1 cnd suppose the invocation originates

from αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq P cnd. Note that the invocation is necessarily performed on an



intermediate variable due to the translation rules. Let `1 “ a` ` and `1d “ ad ` `d.

Invk
rruT ssad``d “ β rrvssad``d “ wd β ‰ α f fresh

αpad, qd : t`d | x “ uT .mpvq ; s1du, q1dq βpa
1
d, pd, q

2
dq

Ñ αpad, qd : t`d | x“f;s1du, q1dq βpa
1
d, pd, q

2
d#pf,m,wdqq fpKq

The key argument is to notice that the only way to have the equivalence of statements is
to apply the last rule of Figure 9. Indeed, get statements are introduced for all method invo-
cations of the original program and thus other equivalence cases are non-applicable. This way,
we have in cn two equivalent activities α and β: αpa, q : t` | x “ v.mpvq ; su, q1q βpa1, p, q2q with
s1d “ JsKIFÑDeF and cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rruT ss`1 and rruT ss`1 “ β. According to Corollary 1,
either rrvss` “ β or there is a chain of futures such that rrvss` “ f0, and f0pf1q .. fnpβq P cn.
Consequently, cn can be reduced, after n application of the update non-observable rule into
cn1, identical to cn except that rrvss`2 “ β with a new `2 “ a2 ` `2 where some local variables
and fields have been updated. Finally cn1 Invk

ÑI cn2:

Invk
rrvssa`` “ β rrvssa2``2 “ w β ‰ α f fresh

αpa2, q : t`2 | x “ v.mpvq ; su, q1q βpa1, p, q2q ÑI αpa, q : t` | x“f;su, q1q βpa1, p, q2#pf,m,wqq fpKq

Only the equivalence of the enqueued requests still needs to be asserted; this is proven sim-
ilarly to the reverse case: the proof that the invocation in IF can be simulated by the in-
vocation in DeF. Indeed Lemma 3 states that: cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rrvss`1d and thus:
cn1, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rrvssad``3dd
because cn1 only differs from cn by the update of fu-

tures and the equivalence relation is not sensitive to the update of futures (e.g. because of
Lemma 2)). Finally, cn2, cn1d,∅,∅ $ wR1wd: the stores can be discarded because the result
of an evaluation function rrss contains no variable, and the changes in the configuration implied
by the invocation have no influence on this equivalence.

The other reduction cases involve similar or simpler arguments. We thus show that there
is a branching bisimulation between an IF program and its translation in DeF.

This proof also shows that futures are updated earlier in IF than in the DeF translation
because future updates occur automatically in IF. The only exception is between the get
instruction introduced by the translation and the real use of the value (one or two statements
later). If we were interested in weak bisimulation, there would be no need to follow futures
in the definition of equivalence in IF because the equivalent IF configuration could always
catch up by updating futures to assert equivalence (future update can occur at any time in
IF). However to obtain branching bisimulation we need to follow futures on both sides. On
the other side, following futures in DeF is not avoidable since future values are only retrieved
upon a get statement in DeF and thus it is not possible for a DeF execution to catch up on
future updates at any time.

3 Proof of Theorem 2

First note that all the Lemmas and corollary that were introduced for R1 are also valid when
replacing R1 by R2 , this is due to the fact they only rely on the rules defining equivalence
on activities and futures, and the unfolding of future references, not ; these rules are similar
for R2 and for R1 contrarily to the equivalence on statements.



Theorem. The proof is a case analysis on the rule applied to reduce either the IF or the
equivalent DeF configuration. We focus below on all the non-observable transitions, the method
invocation, and one assignment rule. The other cases are similar and less informative.
Update rule of IF. This case is proven identically as for Theorem 1.
Invk rule of IF. Suppose cn Invk

ÑI cn1 and cnR2 cnd suppose the invocation occurs from
αpa, q : t`|su, q1q P cn, we have αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq P cnd. Let `1 “ a` ` and `1d “ ad ` `d.
We have the following reduction from cn:
Invk

rrvssa`` “ β rrvssa`` “ w β ‰ α f fresh
αpa, q : t` | x “ v.mpvq ; su, q1q βpa1, p, qβq Ñ αpa, q : t` | x“f;su, q1q βpa1, p, qβ#pf,m,wqq fpKq

By definition of R2 we have sR2 sd and thus necessarily sd “ px “ v.mpvqq; s1d where
Js1dKDeFÑIF “ s. We can thus apply the rule Invk of DeF:

Invk
rrvssad``d “ β rrvssad``d “ wd β ‰ α f fresh

αpad, qd : t`d | x “ v.mpvq ; s1du, q1dq βpa
1
d, pd, q

2
dq

Ñ αpad, qd : t`d | x“f;s1du, q1dq βpa
1
d, pd, q

2
d#pf,m,wdqq fpKq

Note that typing ensures that rrvssad``d is not a future and thus rrvssad``d “ β. Finally,
the equivalence of the enqueued request is proven similarly to the same case in the proof of
Theorem 1.
Assign rule of IF.6 Suppose cn Assign

ÑI cn1 and cnR2 cnd. Additionally, suppose the assign-
ment occurs in αpa, q : t`|su, q1q P cn, we have αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq P cnd. Let `1 “ a` ` and
`1d “ ad ` `d. We have the following reduction from cn:

Assign
rressa`` “ w pa` `qrx ÞÑ ws “ a1 ` `2

αpa, q : t` | x “ e ; s1u, q1q Ñ αpa1, q : t`2 | s1u, q1q

Two cases are possible: the assign is the translation of the identical statement in DeF, in
this two first cases the proof is trivial; or the assignment contains a get statement in DeF; we
focus on this case. One of the two last rules of the definition of R2 (Figure 11) ensures the
equivalence of statements.
(1) The get has already been resolved (last rule), we have:

ppe “ w1 ` 0q _ pe “ w1 ^ Trueq _ pps “ px “ wqq ^ Ef.rrwss` “ fqq
^sd “ px “ wdq ; s1d ^ cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrw
1ss`1 R2 rrwdss`1

d
^ Ef.wd “ f

with Js1dKDeFÑIF “ s1. We detail the case where w is an integer: e “ w1 ` 0, the boolean
case and the object case (last case of first line) are similar. Because wd is not a future, we
know that rrwdss`1

d
is an integer n. Also rrw1ss` “ n because Assign is applicable and thus

rrw1 ` 0ss` can be computed and rrwss1` is not a future. Consequently rrw1 ` 0ss1` “ n “ w
and the rule Assign can be applied in DeF:

Assign
rrwdssa`` “ n pad ` `dqrx ÞÑ ns “ a1d ` `

2
d

αpad, qd : t`d | x “ wd ; s1du, q1dq Ñ αpa1d, qd : t`2d | s
1
du, q

1
dq

6This is probably the most important case of the proof as it ensures that the same futures are resolved in
any two equivalent configurations, and that the synchronisation points are the same in a program and in its
translation.



We obtain a configuration cn1d and the term-by-term equivalence can be checked in a
straightforward manner to prove that cn1R2 cn1d.

(2) The get has not been resolved yet (penultimate rule):

pe “ w1`0_ e “ w1^True_ pps “ px “ wqq ^ Ef.rrwss` “ fqq
^sd “ px “ get wd ; s1dq ^ cn, cnd, `, `d $ rrw

1ss`1 R2 rrwdss`1
d

with Js1dKDeFÑIF “ s1. We also only detail the case where w is an integer: e “ w1 ` 0
(other two cases are similar). Because rrw1 ` 0ss` can be computed we know that w1 is
not a future and rrw1 ` 0ss` “ rrw

1ss` “ n “ w. By Corollary 1, rrw1ss`1 R2 rrwdss`1
d
implies

that we have either (a) rrwdss`1
d
“ n or (b) rrwdss`1

d
“ f0 and Df1..fk. f0pf1q..fkpnq P cnd.

– In the case (b), we first apply k times the rule Get-Update and obtain a configura-
tion cn1d such that αpad, qd : t`d|x “ get w1d ; sdu, q1dq P cn1d where rrw1dssad``d “ n.
From the configuration cn1d, we apply the DeF reduction rule Get-Resolved and
obtain the configuration cn2d:

Get-Resolved
rrw1dssad``d “ n Ef.n “ f

αpad, qd : t`d|x “ get w1d ; s1du, q1dq Ñ αpa1d, qd : t`d|x “ n ; s1du, q1dq

We can the prove that cnR2 cn2d. Indeed, the only difference is in the current
statement, and the statement equivalence can be established with the last rule of
Figure 11. Note that the premise of Get-Resolved ensuing that n is not a future
is directly used to show the equivalence. We can then apply the same proof as in
case (1).

– In the case (a) the configuration cnd already verifies the same property as cn1d
above, we can directly apply the reduction rule Get-Resolved of DeF. The last
steps are identical.

If-True/If-False rule of IF where the condition contain one nullAct variable (non-
observable).. Suppose cn If-True

Ñ cn1 and cnR2 cnd. In this case one of the two last rules
of Figure 11 is applicable for proving equivalence and the part s “ pif pw ““ nullActq tx “
w u else tx “ w uq of the premise is true. In both cases, after the reduction, we know
that Ef.rrwss` “ f which verifies another part of the same disjunction, where ps1 “ px “
wqq ^ pEf.rrwss` “ fq. Consequently the configuration cn1 reached after the reduction is also
equivalent to cnd: cn1R2 cnd.
Get-Update (non-observable) rule of DeF. Suppose cnd

Get-Update
Ñ cn1d and cnR2 cnd

suppose the update occurs in αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq P cnd and that (by definition of R2 )
αpa, q : t`|su, q1q P cn. Let `1 “ a ` ` and `1d “ ad ` `d. We have the following reduction
inside cnd:
Get-Update

rrwdssad``d “ f

αpad, qd : t`d | uT “ get wd ; s1du, q1dq fpw
1
dq Ñ αpad, qd : t`d | uT “ get w1d ; s1du, q1dq fpw

1
dq

By definition of R2 (cases on statements) we have two equivalence rules applicable, but both
entail that s “ ss ; Js1dKDeFÑIF with:

ˆ

s “ px “ w`0q _ s “ px “ w^Trueq _ ps “ px “ wqq ^ pEf.rrwss` “ fq
_s “ pif pv ““ nullActq tx “ w u else tx “ w uq

˙

^ cn, cnd, `, `d $ rrwss`1 R2 rrwdss`1
d



Consequently we have: cn, cnd, `
1, `1d $ rrwss`1 R2 f . We need to prove cnR2 cn1d. By defini-

tion of the equivalence on statements, it is sufficient to prove: cn, cnd, `
1, `1d $ rrwss`1 R2 rrw

1
dss`1

d

which is done similarly to the same case in the proof of Theorem 1.
Get-Resolved rule of DeF. Like in Theorem 1, it is sufficient to check that, the statement
necessarily verifies the penultimate rule defining R2 , and thus the resulting statement verifies
the last rule of the definition of R2 .
Invk rule of DeF. Suppose cnd

Invk
Ñ cn1d and cnR2 cnd suppose the invocation originates from

αpad, qd : t`d|sdu, q1dq P cnd. Let `1 “ a` ` and `1d “ ad ` `d.
Invk

rrvssad``d “ β rrvssad``d “ wd β ‰ α f fresh
αpad, qd : t`d | x “ v.mpvq ; s1du, q1dq βpa

1
d, pd, q

2
dq

Ñ αpad, qd : t`d | x“f;s1du, q1dq βpa
1
d, pd, q

2
d#pf,m,wdqq fpKq

By definition of R2 , we have in cn two equivalent activities αpa, q : t` | x “ v.mpvq ; Js1dKDeFÑIFu, q1q
and βpa1, p, q2q. Additionally, Lemma 3 ensures that cn, cnd, `

1, `1d $ rrvss`1 R1 rrvss`1
d
. Conse-

quently by (Corollary 1) we have either (a) rrvss`1 “ β, or (b) rrvss`1 “ f0 and Df1..fk. f0pf1q..fkpβq P
cn

In case (a), we can apply the rule Invk of IF, with cn Invk
ÑI cn1:

Invk
rrvssa`` “ β rrvssa2``2 “ w β ‰ α f fresh
αpa, q : t` | x “ v.mpvq ; Js1dKDeFÑIFu, q1q βpa

1, p, q2q

ÑI αpa, q : t` | x“f;Js1dKDeFÑIFu, q1q βpa
1, p, q2#pf,m,wqq fpKq

The equivalence cn1R2 cn1d can be asserted in the same way as in the preceding proof, the
only non-trivial part being the equivalence of the enqueued request.

Consider now case (b)7. According to the syntax and by typing, v is necessarily a variable
or null, but rrvss`1 “ f0 and thus v “ x with x the name of a field or a local variable. We can
thus apply the rule Update of IF, cn Update

ÑI cn1 with:
Update

rrxssa`` “ f0 pa` `qrx ÞÑ f1s “ a1 ` `1

αpa, q : t` | su, q1qq f0pf1q ÑI αpa
1, q : t`1 | su, q1q f0pf1q

We have cn1R2 cnd, this is indeed an application of the Update rule and it was proven above
that it preserves equivalence. The Update rule can be applied recursively until rrxssapkq``pkq “

β, with cnpkqR2 cnd. We are then in the same situation as in case (a) which is sufficient to
conclude.

The cases for other reduction rules are simpler or similar to the ones presented above. This
allows us to conclude about branching bisimulation as stated in Theorem 2.

4 DeF futures as a datatype inside EF

This appendix shows briefly how to provide a datatype (tagged union) encoding of FutÎÏ.
Note that the initial purpose of the paper is not to use datatypes to encode futures because

7The careful reader would notice that in the IF execution case (b) never occurs. Indeed, the translation
ensures that the IF program performs the synchronisations at the same place as the DeF program and thus the
futures contained in v have already been synchronised. However, according to the equivalence relation, case
(b) is possible, we thus detail it for the completeness of the proof.



they add additional structure and control. Consider a language with datatypes, and only
consider integers for simplicity (there is a similar but more verbose solution with objects):

datatype FutStarInt = Value Int | Future FutStarInt

It is easy to define get:

getStar(f) = { match f with Value x => x | Future f’ => x=get f’; getStar(x) }

Then one needs to systematically create a FutStar instead of Future when one does an
asynchronous invocation and also to create a FutStar when before doing a return. An
encoding of EF into DeF is possible this way. This solution was omitted in the paper because
it uses additional objects (both upon invocation and upon return), and pattern-matching to
replace futures (and not simply futures and simple future operations).
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